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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This week, we celebrate our 12th anniversary of Vaccine Awareness Week. In this video, Barbara

Loe Fisher, co-founder and president of the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) — which

will celebrate its 40th anniversary as an organization in April 2022 — summarizes some of the

high and low points we've experienced over the past year.

"It's really kind of surreal for me to watch what has unfolded since the winter of 2020,"

Fisher says. "In the 1990s, I predicted that the day would come when we would not be

able to function in society unless we had received every government recommended

vaccine.

I didn't exactly understand how they would get there. Well, now we know how they got

there, and it's like living my worst nightmare, which I thought my children and

grandchildren would be grappling with after I was long gone. Instead, I'm here to witness it

and it's very disturbing.

But within this diDcult challenge, we also have opportunity, because I truly think that what

they've done has completely changed the public's view of public health oDcials and of

public health policy in general. And I don't think they're going to recover — perhaps ever —

but certainly not for a long, long time.

The perception is that the public has not been told the whole truth about how this virus

came about, and about the way in which they [need to] handle it.

Certainly, if you look at it, you see that psychological warfare has been used to create

such fear and anxiety in the minds of so many people that they were willing to give up

fundamental civil liberties in order to feel safe, [but it's] an illusion of safety … I think they

have overreached, because they are zealots in saying that everyone should get all these

vaccines in order to keep the public safe."

Growing Understanding of Vaccine Dangers

According to Fisher, polls show two-thirds of Americans do not want COVID shot mandates.  They

do not want to be required to show a vaccine passport in order to participate in society, enter a

restaurant or a store, hold a job or go to college.  "There is deWnitely not an appetite in this country

for mandatory use of this COVID-19 vaccine," Fisher says.

“ [People are] starting to understand that
vaccines do not prevent infection and
transmission. The entire mandatory vaccination
system has been built on the myth that if you get
vaccinated, you cannot get infected and transmit
the infection to other people. The truth is that
vaccine-acquired immunity is often very temporary
and sometimes you don't get it at all. ~ Barbara Loe
Fisher, NVIC”

An estimated 25% to 30% of health care workers and medical doctors are even refusing the COVID

shot.  As noted by Fisher, "That's quite signiWcant, considering they're the ones who have been

taking care of these [COVID] patients in hospitals." Importantly, over the past 18 months, the

number of people asking questions about vaccine safety has grown signiWcantly.

"We've been talking about these issues — vaccine ineffectiveness, leaky vaccines, as well

as vaccine safety issues — for nearly 40 years," Fisher says. "So, these issues aren't just

relevant for COVID. I'm hoping that this conversation is going to widen to taking a critical

look at the entire mass vaccination system that is the centerpiece of public health

policies around the world."

In the early 1980s, when the NVIC Wrst started, there was no information at all for the public about

vaccine risks. Doctors never discussed it, so parents knew nothing. Of course, doctors were not

educated on vaccine risks either, so the ignorance was spread equally among medical

professionals and lay people. Awareness about dangers has increased more or less in tandem

with the expansion of the childhood vaccination schedule.

"When I came into this work, it was seven vaccines we were giving our children," Fisher

says. "Tetanus, the DPT shot, measles, mumps and rubella (MMR) and oral polio vaccine.

That was it. That's all the children got."

Today, children receive 72 doses of 16 different vaccines by the age of 18. The catalyst for the

explosion of added vaccines in the early 1990s was the partial liability protection Congress gave

vaccine manufacturers in 1986 under the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act.

The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act

The movie, "1986: The Act," released in 2020 explains how the National Childhood Vaccine Injury

Act of 1986 (NCVIA) came about, and the ramiWcations of it. Fisher, who is featured prominently in

the Wlm, explains:

"That law was passed in November of 1986. I and other parents of DPT vaccine injured

children worked on that law with Congress. They basically told us they were going to

protect these companies from liability. We could either come to the table and argue for

what we thought the children should get, or not come to the table, but they were going to

pass the law.

We came to the table and did the best we could. We were just a young group of parents

against the pharmaceutical industry, the medical industry and the government, that all

wanted to take total liability away from these manufacturers and the doctors.

We managed to get that law to not protect the doctors. When that law was passed, the

doctors were still liable for medical malpractice when it came to vaccines harming a child.

The companies were also still liable for design defect. What they got off on was failure to

warn.

This is what people just don't understand. They [the vaccine manufacturers] were still

liable in a civil court of law. And what did [Congress] do? In December 1987, in the dead of

the night, an amendment was added to an omnibus budget bill … that completely let all

the doctors and vaccine providers off the hook in a civil court of law.

In hearings in 1987, companies begged Congress to give them full liability protection and

Congress wouldn't do it. They only gave the doctors full liability protection.

Our unique contribution to that law was the safety provisions: informing, recording,

reporting safety provisions. VAERS is the result of what we did in insisting that there be a

centralized vaccine adverse event reporting system that parents and the public could

report to, as well as the doctors.

This is a one-of-a-kind vaccine adverse event reporting system [VAERS], and why we know

today that more than half a million COVID vaccine reactions have been reported by the

public, by doctors around this country and in other countries that use the Pbzer, Moderna

and the Johnson & Johnson vaccines.

There've been more than [13,600 deaths following COVID vaccination as of August 20,

2021, and more than 55,820 post-COVID shot hospitalizations ] reported to that system."

The Destruction of the NCVIA

The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 also requires doctors to provide parents with

written vaccine information before their children are vaccinated. Originally, these information

statements were thick booklets full of information. But after the law was passed, the Department

of Health and Human Services gutted the vaccine safety provisions, reducing that vaccine

information statement down to a single sheet of paper.

"They took out a lot of information that should be given to parents," Fisher says. "They

gutted the compensation provisions. So, today, almost no child qualibes for compensation

under that law. I guess what I'm trying to say is, what the law was when it was passed is

not anything like the law we see today."

Then, in 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court sided with Wyeth in a DTP vaccine injury case (Bruesewitz

v Wyeth ) in which the prosecutor argued the vaccine injury was the result of a design defect

(failure to make a product safer). Wyeth could have made the DPT vaccine safer, and they didn't do

it. The Supreme Court majority claimed the legislative history was clear — that Congress intended

that vaccine manufacturers should have no liability for FDA licensed and CDC recommended

vaccines.

This was in fact the complete opposite of what the legislative history shows. Two of the Supreme

Court judges, Justices Ruth Bader Ginsberg and Sonia Sotomayor, wrote a brilliant dissent, stating

that the legislative history does not show that Congress wanted to give the companies complete

liability protection.

The Wlm, "1986: The Act," dispels the myths surrounding this law, clearing up the many confusions

about what the law was initially intended to accomplish. Unfortunately, the misinterpretation and

gutting of the NCVIA opened the proverbial good gates to more vaccines being mandated for

children.

"There's not been one vaccine that has been created by the pharmaceutical industry and

endorsed by government that has not eventually been mandated," Fisher says.

"And what they're trying to do during this pandemic is set the stage for every adult to also

be required to get every government-endorsed vaccine. It is a public/private partnership

between the pharmaceutical industry and government, and it's dangerous.

When I came into this work, there was somewhat of a brewall between the pharmaceutical

industry and government. They're now one and the same, and Pharma calls the shots at

the FDA, the NIH and the CDC. That's just the plain truth of it."

The PREP Act

While the U.S. Supreme Court granted vaccine makers blanket immunity for childhood vaccine-

related injuries by the Supreme Court in 2011, the Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness

(PREP) Act passed by Congress in December 2005  added yet another layer of liability protection

for the industry. After 9/11, Congress and the pharmaceutical industry got together and passed

BioShield legislation.

This federal legislation was based on the idea that weapons of mass destruction could be used

against the United States, necessitating protective legislation to respond to "pandemic or bio-

terrorism emergencies." Of course, the weapons of mass destruction were never actually found

but, still, Congress in partnership with the pharmaceutical industry passed BioShield legislation.

The PREP Act is part of that legislation.

The PREP Act has to do with declared public health emergencies such as pandemics, and

includes a separate mechanism for compensation when the injury occurs from a pandemic-

related medication or vaccine. The PREP Act compensation mechanism was reconWrmed by

Congress in the spring of 2020, and again in March 2021,  in regard to COVID-19.

While the 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Act-related compensation mechanism has been

fatally compromised with Congressional amendments and federal agency rule making over the

years, the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP) under the PREP Act is even

worse. It's so bad, if you're injured by a vaccine used under a public health emergency declaration,

there's virtually no hope of compensation.

Imagine surrendering to all the pressure of losing your job and getting the jab, only to get so sick

you generate over $1 million in hospital bills. It sounds outrageous, but this has in fact happened

to many. They have zero recourse and in most cases have to declare bankruptcy, while the vaccine

companies can continue to ravage the public treasuries without ANY liability or responsibility. It's

beyond reprehensibly criminal, but they are getting away with it.

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s book, "The Real Tony Fauci," which comes out in November 2021, goes into

far greater detail as to just how this BioShield legislation is really nothing more than a gaming of

the system, essentially allowing drug companies to capture hundreds of billions of dollars from

the federal government, (really you, the taxpayer). It's all a massive money and power grab.

Fauci himself, who is deWnitely one of the cores of this whole nightmare, is responsible for having

allocated probably over $1 trillion in federal funding to researchers, principal investigators that are

intimately and ultimately tied to pharma, over the 37 years he's presided as director of the NIAID.

His budget for Wscal year 2021 alone is $6.5 billion.  The patents they created generates royalties

to them. It's a nightmare dystopia of raping the public from the federal treasury.

'Colossal Mismanagement of a Pandemic'

From the beginning, health authorities have been neglectful when it comes to the treatment of

COVID-19. They've even actively prevented safe and effective treatments from being used. In the

interview, Fisher describes her own experience with COVID-19:

"I had COVID in December of 2019. I had a fairly diDcult course with it for 10 weeks into

the end of February of 2020. Of course, I didn't know what I had, but it was not a fun

experience, and I was left with long-COVID that lasted 16 months until a functional

medicine doctor who tested me found that the COVID had reactivated a [latent] Epstein-

Barr infection.

She prescribed a short course of appropriately dosed ivermectin, and I had an amazing

reduction in my symptoms, which included cardiac symptoms that had been diagnosed by

a cardiologist. So, I had all the classic symptoms of COVID and I had a classic course of

long-COVID, yet I didn't know that I could have used ivermectin months ago to help me get

through.

My energy shot up after that ivermectin and I stopped having to sleep 12 hours a day. My

cardiac symptoms were signibcantly reduced. It was like I got my life back. Yet the

government has gone after doctors who have urged people to get vitamin D, vitamin C,

zinc, ivermectin  and these other licensed drugs that are safe and have been around

forever.

The government actively discouraged people from doing things that could have helped

them recover. This is so wrong on so many levels. It's a colossal mismanagement of an

outbreak."

Of course, there are indications that it wasn't really inadvertent mismanagement but, rather, a

strategic and carefully orchestrated plan to implement the Great Reset. 

"A couple of months ago, I went to the website of the World Economic Forum and what

comes up? The Great Reset.  I could not believe what I was reading. It's completely

transparent, how they want to reset the entire world's economy," Fisher says.

The ultimate "public health authority" is of course the World Health Organization, and the No. 1

funder of the WHO is Bill Gates, as he provides funding not only through the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation but also GAVI.

This Wnancial leverage gives Gates a disproportionate amount of power over public health globally

and, of course, we know that his primary goal is to expand the use of vaccines. At the same time,

Gates is also a major Big Tech player, which is the central enforcer of censorship. By censoring

one side of the discussion, Big Tech is responsible for making informed consent impossible.

Growing Awareness That Vaccines Don't Prevent Infection

The good news is that the COVID situation is waking people up not only to the potential dangers

of these novel mRNA injections, but also to the problems and fallacies associated with all the

conventional vaccines. They are starting to recognize these injections are not as harmless or as

effective as they have been purported to be. That is one of the silver linings of this entire mess.

"[People are] starting to understand that vaccines do not prevent infection and

transmission," Fisher says. "The entire mandatory vaccination system in this country has

been built on the myth that if you get vaccinated, you cannot get infected and transmit the

infection to other people; that you have vaccine-acquired immunity that is robust and

contributes to herd immunity.

The truth is that vaccine-acquired immunity is often very temporary and sometimes you

don't get it at all. And really, herd immunity is more based on natural immunity … So, the

term 'immunization' really should never be used anymore.

These COVID 'vaccines,' the government has now acknowledged, cannot reliably prevent

infection and transmission.  This is a game-changer, if people will really get their arms

around it. And so, I am glad that has come out. I'm also glad that we're seeing people

around the world stand up and bght for their freedom."

The Fight for Medical Autonomy and Freedom

Since the start of the COVID pandemic, the NVIC has encouraged people to work within the

system, to go to your state legislators and have personal conversations with them. NVIC created

model state legislation at the beginning of this pandemic, because they knew the end game would

be mandatory COVID vaccination.

So far, 21 U.S. states have passed legislation that restrict or prevent COVID vaccine mandates or

COVID vaccine passports. Several state governors have also issued executive orders to the same

effect. These successes show us that we should not lose complete faith in the system just yet. It's

broken, yes, but the answer is not to give up but, rather, to get personally involved. We need

freedom-loving, rational people to get involved at every level of government, Fisher says:

"That means your school board, your county boards, city councils, your state legislatures.

At the local level, you can really make a difference. Talk to your neighbors, talk to your

community, give them the information that's produced by NVIC and by mercola.com.

Give them factual information backed up with references, and try to change the

conversation in your community. Also, we have to change bad laws so that we won't have

to feel this oppression that we've felt for almost two years …

I'll just point out, there's a page on the CDC website that basically talks about quarantine

camps  and being able to detain citizens should they feel that they need to be protected

from the rest of society, or the rest of society protected from them. This is a very serious

constitutional issue."

As explained by Fisher, the federal government could also invoke its authority over interstate

commerce and prohibit unvaccinated people from gying from one state to another that way.

There's already legislation introduced in Congress proposing this.  So, even though 21 states

have enacted laws against the requirement of vaccine passports, we're not out of the woods yet.

The freedom to travel can still be stripped from us in a variety of ways, and we must Wght to block

all of them.

FDA's Approval of the PKzer COVID Shot

August 23, 2021, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration granted full approval  to the COVID-19

mRNA injection developed by PWzer/BioNTech, sold under the brand name Comirnaty, for use in

people aged 16 and older. It's the fastest approval in history,  and is based on just six months'

worth of data from 44,060 people.

Half of them got the shots and half initially received a placebo. However, in the second week of

December 2020, PWzer unblinded the control group and 93% of controls opted to get the real

injection  rather than remain in the control group for the remainder of the trial, which is slated to

continue for another two years. In other words, there's no control group left against which to

compare side effects and effectiveness.

The FDA was expected to hold a public meeting of the Vaccines and Related Biological Products

Advisory Committee (VRBPAC)  and allow for public and expert input before the Wrst COVID-19

vaccine was formally licensed.

For transparency and full public disclosure of vital scientiWc information, this meeting should have

taken place before approval because COVID-19 vaccines are the Wrst to ever have been distributed

to the US population under an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA).

In response, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and the Children's Health Defense (CHD) Wled a lawsuit

August 31, 2021, against the FDA and its acting director, Dr. Janet Woodcock, for this mess. On its

website, CHD says:

"CHD argues that the licensure was a classic 'bait and switch,' allowing P"zer, the Biden

administration, the U.S. military and employers to exhort people to take 'licensed'

vaccines when in fact the vaccines available and being administered continued to be the

Pbzer-BioNTech Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) vaccines …

… the FDA violated federal law when it simultaneously licensed Pbzer's 'Comirnaty'

vaccine and extended Pbzer's EUA for its vaccine that has the 'same formulation' and that

'can be used interchangeably …

The law (21 U.S. Code § 360bbb-3-(3)) on 'authorization for medical products for use in

emergencies' requires the EUA designation be used only when 'there is no adequate,

approved and available alternative to the product for diagnosing, preventing or treating

such disease or condition.'

The lawsuit alleges once the FDA approved and licensed Pbzer's Comirnaty vaccine, there

was no further basis for the FDA to preserve the EUA status for the Pbzer-BioNTech

vaccine that P"zer acknowledges has the 'same formulation' and is 'interchangeable.'"

As explained by Fisher, in order to receive Emergency Use Authorization from the FDA, vaccine

makers had to show their COVID jabs were more than 50% effective at preventing serious

symptoms of COVID-19 disease.  They were not required to demonstrate that the shots prevent

SARS-CoV-2 infection or that it prevents transmission of the virus.

"So the bar was set very low at the very beginning for the Emergency Use Authorization,"

she says. "If you look at the rhetoric the CDC uses, you can see they're always talking

about prevention of hospitalization and death. This is not what people think happens

when you get a vaccine. We have been carefully taught to believe that when we get

vaccinated, we will not get infected and we won't transmit that infection to other people."

Many Vaccines Don't Prevent Infection or Transmission

The problem is, many vaccines don't work the way we've been told. Take the pertussis vaccine, for

example. According to Fisher, there's ample evidence that you can be vaccinated against pertussis

and still transmit the infection, including asymptomatically.  The same thing has been shown

for measles,  mumps,  inguenza  and chickenpox  vaccines.

"That's why I said that this is an opportunity to educate people about what vaccination

really means," Fisher says. "It's also an argument for why [COVID] vaccines should not be

mandated.

In this case, it's a biological pharmaceutical product that has never been made like this.

This is an entirely new technology.  It is truly an experiment on the human race, because

they did not do the kind of science that they should have done to get Emergency Use

Authorization."

Dr. Peter McCullough, an epidemiologist and cardiologist who is very familiar with medical

research protocols, has pointed out that none of the COVID injection trials has data safety

monitoring boards. It appears standard safeguards were intentionally eliminated for the rapid

rollout of these shots and to eliminate any public outcry because the incriminating data are simply

not being collected.

How convenient. Actually, it is a clever strategy to achieve their goals and they are getting away

with it, because those in authority do not have the courage and boldness of physician scientists

like McCullough and Dr. Robert Malone, who invented the mRNA technology.  We need 10 times

more of these types of brave souls to stick their necks out, as they have the credibility to actually

make a difference. We just need enough of them to take a stand.

Had proper monitoring boards been in place, McCullough believes the vaccination campaign

would have been stopped by late January 2021, because of the high number of suspicious deaths

that had occurred by then. There's also the possibility of these shots causing antibody dependent

enhancement (ADE), which is a big concern for the future.
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The COVID-19 shots are waking people up to vaccine myths, such as the idea that vaccination always prevents infection and transmission, and

is the only way to achieve herd immunity. The truth is that many vaccines don’t prevent infection or transmission, and vaccine-acquired

immunity is typically temporary. Sometimes you don't get it at all
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Over the past 18 months, the number of people asking questions about vaccine safety has grown signiWcantly. The subscriber base to the

National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC)’s The Vaccine Reaction journal newspaper has increased by more than 50%
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After 9/11, Congress and the pharmaceutical industry got together and passed BioShield legislation that expands liability protection for drug

companies marketing pandemic drugs and vaccines in the U.S.
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The PREP Act’s Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP) is so inadequate, if you’re injured by a drug or vaccine used under a

public health emergency declaration, it’s nearly impossible to receive compensation

'

Health authorities and government oocials have proven their incompetence during this pandemic. From the beginning, they neglected and

actually prevented safe and effective treatments from being widely used — a decision that has resulted in unnecessary deaths and needless

suffering
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As you might expect, this has been an unusual year, and virtually nothing has been routine. This

year, NVIC was removed from three of the four major social media platforms (Facebook,

Instagram and Twitter)  after NVIC held their groundbreaking online Fifth International Public

Conference on Vaccination: Protecting Health and Autonomy in the 2st Century in late 2020.

Fisher says:

"This year, so many people have been contacting us. We have a counseling service and we

help people, families, who are going through a vaccine reaction or who are asking for

information … Our weekly Vaccine Reaction newsletter has seen an almost 50% increase

in subscribers, and this shows you that people are thirsty for this information.

One of the things we're really excited about is we're going to be launching a brand-new

website in 2022 that your donations helped us do. It's a very expensive project, but

something that I'm very excited about. We're also going to be launching an updated NVIC

portal website.

We have been putting an awful lot of our efforts into the states, trying to educate people

and train them on how to be effective vaccine choice advocates in their state. This takes a

lot of organizing, and it takes a lot of collaboration between other groups that are on the

front lines in the states.

We wouldn't be here if it hadn't been for the support that you [Dr. Mercola] have given us

over the years. And I feel positive; I feel that the people in this country are going to

remember that freedom is something they have to bght for. It's taken us a little bit of time

to come out of our shock, because they punched us around pretty good in 2020, but I

think people are waking up now and are going to start to really bght back …

Those who are authoritarian — forced vaccinators — have revealed themselves in the last

18 months. And that reveal has caused people to take a step back and look to see what

their real goal is."

Take Action, Support NVIC Today

As in previous years, during Vaccine Awareness Week, I will match your donations to the NVIC,

dollar for dollar, so this is a great time to maximize your impact. So, please, consider making a

tax-deductible donation to the NVIC today, and be sure to sign up for the NVIC Advocacy Portal to

stay abreast of the latest legislative activities in your state.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,250 ratings

ORDER NOW
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– JUST ANOTHER “TOO-BIG-TO-FAIL” AMERICAN CORPORATION. This column highlights unethical / criminal attempts (from Big
Pharma's Operation Warp-Speed, the unethical plan to completely bypass short-term and long-term animal safety and eocacy
studies) in order to promote vaccines Covid-19 potentially dangerous for both adult humans and children.
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/gary-g-kohls/the-covered-up-crimes-of-vacc..
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Thank you Gui. It sure would be nice if we could get rid of the ability of drug companies to advertise. If not that then have a
mandatory FDA dictated message on every single ad (like they have on packages of cigarettes) declaring that drugs in general are
always going to have negative effect on one's health and that is why the viewer is presented with a summary of the
 contraindications and that the reader / listener should pay careful attention to some of the disastrous possible consequences
connected with the drug.
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Hi Guillermo, Do you (or does anyone else who reads this) happen to have the documentation for this quote below from a previous
Mercola article now removed (I found the reprint on the Defender but it did not include links).  I'm trying to Wnd actual numbers (i.e I
know from a previous Mercola article that there were 20,000 participants in each group for PWzer, .2% infections vaccinated, .8% in
unvaccinated but I don't see how that leads to 90 something percent relative risk reduction.  

I also don't know the actual number of deaths in each group from COVID but saw that there were 20 deaths all cause mortality which
was higher than the unvaccinated group and would like to have that speciWc information) Also, does an absolute risk of around 1%
mean the number needed to treat to prevent one case is 100? If not, can you help me absolute risk reduction. Also, do you have a link
for the concerned German researchers or doctors who tested the blood of 15 pregnant vaccinated women and found they had
antibodies to their placenta proteins?  I don't know that it was an oocial study. Thanks!

Quote:The four available COVID shots in the U.S. provide an absolute risk reduction between just 0.7% and 1.3%.22,23 (Eocacy rates
of 67% to 95% all refer to the relative risk reduction.) Meanwhile, the noninstitutionalized infection fatality ratio across age groups is
a mere 0.26%. Since the absolute risk that needs to be overcome is lower than the absolute risk reduction these injections can
provide, mass vaccination simply cannot have a favorable impact.
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Hi lottaviano. Absolute eocacy of vaccines close to 1%. Very serious negative effects of vaccines. As you know, Dr. Mercola
published some absolute irrigation data is close to 0%. The relative risk is the quotient between the risk in the group with the
exposure factor or risk factor and the risk in the reference group, which does not have the exposure factor. However, the absolute
risk is the probability that a subject has of suffering an event over a certain time.

Several biological obstacles continue to challenge mRNA development. vaccines, including "the extremely large mRNA size, burden,
intrinsic instability, and high susceptibility to enzyme degradation. The trials were not designed to provide evidence of the eocacy of
the vaccine for protection against asymptomatic infections. In addition to bias Reporting of results, information bias may also have
affected the COVID-19 vaccine trial results due to a misclassiWcation of SARS-CoV-2 infections as mild adverse effects of vaccines.
It is best to read the following Dr. Mercola references:

In the Wrst link there is an example of the percentage of events in the vaccine group, the experimental event rate (EER) or the risk of
infection in the vaccine group (1/100 = 1%), and the percentage of events. in the placebo group it is the control event rate (CER) or
the risk of infection in the placebo group (2/100 = 2%). The absolute risk reduction (ARR) is the disease risk difference between the
placebo and vaccine groups, that is, the CER minus the EER (2% -1% = 1%)
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In "Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials" Ron Brown, Ph.D. calculates the absolute risk reduction for
PWzer’s and Moderna’s injections, based on their own clinical trial data, so that they can be compared to the relative risk reduction
reported by these companies. Here’s a summary of his Wndings: PWzer/BioNTech vaccine BNT162b2 — Relative risk reduction:
95.1%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.7% Moderna vaccine mRNA-1273 — Relative risk reduction: 94.1%. Absolute risk reduction 1.1%.
Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials (oyetimes.com) www.mdpi.com/.../199  

In a July 1, 2021, commentary in The Lancet Microbe, Piero Olliaro, Els Torreele and Michel Vaillant also argue for the use of
absolute risk reduction when discussing vaccine eocacy with the public. They too went through the calculations, coming up with the
following: • PWzer/BioNTech — Relative risk reduction: 95%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.84%; • Moderna — Relative risk reduction:
94%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2%; • Gamaleya (Sputnic V) — Relative risk reduction: 91%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.93%; • Johnson
& Johnson — Relative risk reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2%; • AstraZeneca/Oxford — Relative risk reduction: 67%.
Absolute risk reduction: 1.3%. COVID-19 vaccine eocacy and effectiveness—the elephant (not) in the room - The Lancet Microbe
www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-5247%2821%2900119-1..
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This article also discusses the effectiveness of vaccines. WHAT DOES VACCINE PROTECTION REALLY MEAN?
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/dom-armentano/what-does-vaccine-protection..   In this link some articles by Dr. Mercola
www.lewrockwell.com/.../joseph-mercola
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* "They took out a lot of information that should be given to parents," Fisher says. "They gutted the compensation provisions. So,
today, almost no child qualiWes for compensation under that law. I guess what I'm trying to say is, what the law was when it was
passed is not anything like the law we see today." *  When people go through something personally, they understand it perfectly.
Barbara being there from the beginning & has seen how the letter of the law is followed but the spirit of the law becomes ignored,
worse just continuedly gutted while on the surface, it all looks like the desired protections are there. You can take this behavior &
realized this is what goes on throughout the whole system & it's institutions. Especially since the Digital manipulators took over by
stealth, unseen, unrealized by nearly all of us. Environment, labor, civil rights, our local town gov't's, & so on. The façade says one
thing, the reality behind it affects those who become 'those people, trouble makers, (Wll in the blank.)

Using their numbers, cases - (actually, I saw you & Wfty other people last week, so all have to be tested to become cases, who report
the Wfty they each saw & also become cases,) just shows how much microbiome travels through society & the majority do just Wne.
Nearly everyone who has thought, I don't get sick, got infected & with a healthy immune system just wouldn't know it. It also shows
this natural immunity is what gives the "herd" the most protection. If regular vaccines were to be used at all, it would be a limited
population & it wasn't good enough for those with a never ending appetite for $$$. With liability's & what limited accountability once
existed was gone, the realization came this is an avenue to grab unprecedented Power & Control. With fully vaxed hanging tight
around 52%, using 72% of the seniors fully vaxed to confuse those who don't know how to crunch #'s, with as high as 20, 30%
healthcare refusing a Jab is telling.
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Thanks so much Guillermou for taking the time to gather all of this information for me.  It was exactly what I needed!  You're the
best! -Lisa
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Stoneharbor, excellent idea and Wrst step:  Rid the ability of Pharma to advertise.  Gui, thank you for this info:  " In this country. Big
Pharma pays US television networks Wve billion dollars a year to boost the use of drugs and vaccines."   Vaccine makers have
complete shield from liability against adverse effects and/or death.  "Vaccines do not prevent infection or transmission.  The truth is
that vaccine-acquired immunity is often very temporary and sometimes you don't get it at all."  Enough said.
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Hi, stoneharbor, and Dianna it would be the ideal thing so that this humanity is not living together with drugs, vaccines,
environmental pollution, etc ,. BigPharma and Big Food through the omnipresent media are consequently that the world is dominated
by menticide, fueling chronic ingammation, which potentiates diseases and deaths from Covid.

The most deceptive marketing gimmicks of Big Food and Big Pharma serve this menticide. After all, repeat a lie enough times, no
matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses start to believe it. "Safe and Effective" - The CDC's oocial seal of approval for every
vaccine and gu vaccine that has never been shown in a clinical trial to work, and that comes with a list of adverse events and side
effects in the package insert. the vaccine that should include any sane and intelligent humans avoid it at all costs.

Most Americans hardly know the true 110-year history of the FDA, and for good reason, they don't want you to. Regulate everything
from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From over-the-counter drugs and veterinary products to
electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA is very busy, not to mention regulating vaccines and
biopharmaceuticals. The FDA in 2008, began sending employees to foreign countries, including India, China, and the UK, to name a
few. All of this is thanks to Congress. Over the decades, the FDA has tried to destroy all forms of comprehensive care in the United
States that compete with drug and vaccine treatments. This link exposes the FDA data and the chronology of the corruption.
www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
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Gui-Here is an article which is almost hard to believe about natural immunity from Mother Jones.
www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/05/anti-vaxxers-have-a-dangerous-the..  ~
www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/03/a-fake-pandemic-antivaxxers-are-s..
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Very well expressed. JUST, people cannot be manipulated by information that serves the power and money of Big Pharma with
mRNA vaccines that are being sold at exorbitant prices. Fauci and Biden are BigPharma's allies, they are the kings of hypocrisy and
lies and together with government institutions such as CDC and FDA form the block of villains who control the media to promote
vaccines and impose a political tyranny. and medica. Yes, biological weapons that cause suffering and death.

People need self-knowledge, a broad perspective of reality and the development of critical thinking. Reliable, well-documented
sources of information such as Dr Mercola's excellent reports should be sought. Awakening means that the individual is living life
responsibly towards others, but without prejudice to the right to freedom. It means seeing the truth. It is the Wrst step in devising a
strategy to face the imposed reality. Not waking up means living in a state of conformity, accepting oocial statements and orders,
following those orders, Wtting in, acting normally, adapting, behaving according to stimulus-response. Knowing reality and sharing it
with others is the bridge for unity in the Wght against deception.

Some good men who want the truth. Two Oregon Senators Sue CDC and FDA for Lying About Covid Deaths. Kim Thatcher and
Dennis Linthicum have jointly Wled a formal request for a federal grand jury investigation into the two federal agencies, which they
have proven with evidence that they are lying about the death toll from the Chinese virus. Included in the oocial letter are eight
exhibits and 20 references to evidential materials showing that a full formal investigation is needed to hold CDC and FDA
accountable for willful misconduct during the plandemic. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/oregon-senators-grand-jury-petitio..  
(09/17/21)
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Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program is very diocult to collect.  My neighbor is a pediatric nurse in a local hospital and
was required to get a gu shot.  They hit her nerve and she was disabled for 4 years, unable to lift patients.  Between being unable to
work, and sometimes only able to work part time and medical bills, she had to reWnance her home to pay her obligations.  She hired
an attorney and eventually, she received an offer of $26,000, only a fraction of what she had spent from her own pocket, from the
compensation program.  Her attorney told her she'd probably never see it and she did not. Her one bit of advice was to never get any
type of shot in the arm, always the hip/buttocks.  The arm has too many vulnerable nerves to hit. Also, there are only two countries in
the world who allow Pharma advertisements on TV; New Zealand and the U.S.
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Hi fvtomasch. Those who are in favor of vaccines have a serious disease: menticide. When they see reality they will join those who
do not wish to be bitten by the poison of the servant. An exemplary conduct in her professional development and now Wred: WHY I
AM LEAVING MY NURSING JOB. “I am educated with an Associates Degree in Nursing and will complete my Bachelor of Science in
Nursing next month. I have bedside experience not only with infectious COVID positive patients, but also post COVID patients or
what some have coined the phrase as COVID long haulers. If anyone is educated and informed enough to make a conscious decision
of medical treatment, vaccination, or health plan I am 100% qualiWed to make that decision for myself and my children.

I am a patient and staff advocate. We at the bedside educate each patient, as it is their right, of their care plan and medications. Our
patients have a RIGHT to refuse any treatment or medication for whatever reason they choose, and I will stand beside them on their
educated decision. If a patient chose to refuse lifesaving treatment and would rather go home to pass peacefully then I support their
decision, this is what we do! I do not force treatment on patients against their will because this is against the law, unethical, and
immoral. I must also advocate for myself too because no one else obviously will.”
www.chattanoogan.com/2021/9/21/435197/Why-I-Am-Leaving-My-Nursing-Job...  (September 21, 2021)
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Thank you HAR, terrible situation !!, unfortunately it is happening frequently as Dr. Mercola has reported. A CHD link on it with other
frustrating cases. WHY HASN’T FEDERAL VACCINE PROGRAM HELPED THOSE WHOSE LIVES HAVE BEEN ALTERED BY COVID
SHOT? It shouldn’t matter that a vaccine injury is “rare,” said vaccine law expert Katharine Van Tassel — “If you’re going to take one
for the team, the team has to have your back. That’s a moral imperative.”
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/angela-marie-wulbrecht-covid-vacci..  (18/08/21)
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GUILLERMOU, It is really very diocult for me today to Wnd what to say about this point. After all that is known, perhaps it is
courteous to dedicate a tribute to a vaccine information center that is concerned, as I understand it from the other end of South
America, to advise citizens by bringing them the information that is available there. All this in the United States of America. It is also
possible that these reasons could be useful in other districts. Surely they are, because the problem is suffered globally.

Unfortunately I have not been able to see the video or read the pdf transcript ... because I am a Spanish speaker: I do not speak
English, and above all, I cannot think in English: I must not. Not to mention versions for the other languages of the world:
consideration due to the millions of beings to whom nobody takes care to explain anything, but is required to ... wake up! On the
other hand, I echo several claims asking to put white on black about the hierarchy that is or is not being given in the discussions,
already at this point in time, to the signiWcance of the contributions of the Fifth column, which seem creepy enough not to continue
to ignore them in the plane of the facts. SigniWcance, as a prerequisite for urgent actions to be adopted ...

Thank you very much, Guillermo for the link forbiddenknowledgetv.net/former-pWzer-employee-checkmate-game-over-we..  , which I
have read in full, with his comments. The passion and conviction of a person like Karen Kingston is admirable! It is not politics that is
going to change the state of affairs. That has already gotten out of hand and out of the capacity of contemporary man, accustomed
to handling everything, without having learned to handle his passions or his fear of dying ... being mortal.
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Thanks Ana Maria, yes, it is a tribute to the 12th anniversary of Vaccine Awareness Week. In the link of the National Vaccine
Information Center (NVIC) - which will celebrate its 40th anniversary it says: "Big Pharma and its business partners have paid a lot of
money to Big Tech to eliminate freedom of thought and speech online. Right now the weapon of choice is a social media censorship
campaign to de-platform dissenters, including reputable charitable organizations like the National Vaccine Information Center
publishing well referenced information. The Internet Thought Police are especially upset when anyone talks about reports of serious
vaccine complications and deaths, but reports about COVID-19 disease complications and deaths are allowed without restrictions.

This year, the American taxpayer is also paying for TV and digital advertising to promote the use of the COVID-19 vaccine. On April 1,
2021, the government announced a three billion dollar COVID vaccine ad campaign to get make sure that every American gets
vaccinated .....Right now, PWzer and Moderna, the two U.S. corporations manufacturing experimental messenger RNA (mRNA)
COVID-19 vaccines are leading beneWciaries of the free advertising paid for by tax dollars. The Wrst to secure an Emergency Use
Authorization (USA) from the FDA ..... " The report is a great denunciation of the corruption of BigPharma and the political and
medical tyranny of Biden and Fauci and all the governmental institutions of the United States.
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Gui- Another article vilifying the unvaxxed as the enemy www.yahoo.com/.../one-thing-save-us-suicidal-085618724.html  Here is
another on how the unvaxxed are portrayed in society. The question is who or what is driving the wedge between all of us. Once
thought of as rational human beings are now choosing sides whether it is politics/BLM/vaccines/etc. This is the new Civil War but
not North against South but person against person/family members against each other/neighbors vs neighbors/politicians vs
constituents/one sided narratives bombarding the airwaves daily and on and on. This seems to be orchestrated by individuals
possessed by demons as to bring forth the New World Order.  These are turbulent times indeed.
www.theburningplatform.com/2021/07/19/the-demonization-of-the-unvaxxed..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fvtomasch, we must give thanks that many people are already learning the truth about vaccines: Detroit's ABC station asked
Facebook users to share stories of unvaccinated people who died from COVID-19, only to be inundated with stories of deaths and
injuries as a result of the shooting. An overwhelming number of people responded with stories not of death from the unvaccinated,
but of death and injury shortly after the COVID-19 injection. "I don't know of anyone who has died of covid, but I do know a
37-year-old man who received the vaccine and died of a brain aneurysm 8 days later," wrote a Facebook user by the name of
Maximilien Robespierre . Immediately below, Richard Smother shared: "My co-worker's daughter (12 years old) had to be rushed to
the ER after she collapsed an hour after her second injection." More complaints in the link.
www.lifesitenews.com/news/tv-station-asks-for-stories-of-unvaxxed-deat..
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Around the time they rolled out direct to consumer advertising it was also decided that there was congict of interest with giving
"perks" to prescribing M.D.'s.  One of the things they stopped doing was giving out free pens with pharma logos.  It's actually
hilariously ludicrous when you think of the massive congict of interest with pharma supporting almost 50% of FDA,  NIH/Fauci
invested in Moderna and head of Reuters News on the board of PWzer......it just goes on and on.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks pjmauigirl, yes, Fauci and Gates Do Have Ties to COVID-19 Vaccine Maker. A page posted in March on the website of the
NIAID, which operates under the National Institutes of Health (NIH), announcing the start of a phase one clinical trial for Moderna's
COVID-19 vaccine. The website notes that Fauci's NIAID is "funding the trial." Additionally, Moderna's candidate vaccine “was
developed by NIAID scientists and their collaborators” at Moderna. The page quotes Fauci as saying the trial was "an important step"
toward developing "a safe and effective vaccine to prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection." Similarly, I was immediately able to open a page
on Moderna's website listing the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation as a "strategic partner," and the foundation "signed a global health
project framework agreement" in January 2016 "to advance mRNA development projects for various infectious diseases”.
www.niaid.nih.gov/news-events/nih-clinical-trial-investigational-vacci..
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello pjmauigirl: Yes, there is a lot of congict of interest going on between the medical community and Pharma.  The propublica.org
website lists doctors who have reported earnings from Pharma by year.  The reason I am interested is because there is an esteemed
radiologist who consults with the FDA who claims the contrast used for MRIs which contains the toxin gadolinium is safe.  It is
diocult for me to wrap that around my head.  A toxin to humans being safe.  While he claims safety and consults this to the FDA, he
has received hundreds of thousands of dollars from the very MRI contrast makers he is supposed to be neutral in his Wndings.  Here
is the website if you care to look up any particular doctor to potentially see their Wnancial relationship to Pharma:
projects.propublica.org/docdollars
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wanted as many people to see this as possible, so I’m replying to your post Gui, since you’re always at the top 

😁

 This video is what
I honestly believe, and well worth everyone’s time: www.brighteon.com/47ab260a-e5df-4aaa-9a4a-97391112ab72
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

* "The truth is that vaccine-acquired immunity is often very temporary and sometimes you don't get it at all. ~ Barbara Loe Fisher,
NVIC." HOWEVER, too often you get many other unpleasant things instead, long denied. Unintended consequences & as things are
looking like now, quite possibly actually intended. Fauci's track record should have delegated him to the being a janitor at the Free
Clinics decades ago. With 20 to 30% of healthcare workers & doctors wanting to refuse the Jab's is telling. How many have already
quit? Here Legacy Media is reporting how some have caved to take a poke & how facilities are 96 to 100% vaxed. Well & good, but as
always the Devil is in the Details. How many have actually quit? The game play, splitting hairs in the data keeps the old saw, Wgures
don't lie, but liars Wgure. Not naming any names, but does anyone have too?

It once was seven vaccines given to children. "Tetanus, the DPT shot, measles, mumps & rubella (MMR) & oral polio vaccine. Done,
it's all the children got. MOST IMPORTANT, there were exemptions for religious, medical or I just don't want the thing. Today, children
receive 72 doses of 16 different vaccines by the age of 18. Even if they worked as advertised, this screams toxic overload. We have
to develop our own PREP locally to address issues in wider circles than the Jab's or traditional vaccines Locally. More put in place as
Permaculture, the Regenerative, Sustainable, Organic the majority of our most basic needs Locally in order to blunt the coming
onslaught. As Ms. Fishcher points out, many are beginning to speak out
-www.msn.com/en-us/tv/celebrity/candace-cameron-bure-has-this-to-say-ab..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Elite’s Depopulation Agenda Is Now Irrefutable - By Joachim Hagopian, Global Research, October 10, 2021
www.globalresearch.ca/elite-depopulation-agenda-now-irrefutable/575814..  By now – October 2021 – it’s more than evident that
the Big Pharma-Great Reset globalist elite are currently committing human genocide, carrying out their eugenics depopulation
agenda. In spite of Big Media’s censorship blackout as complicit murderers causing misinformed, lied to hundreds of thousands of
innocent victims to die from the killer vaccines already, in response scores of leading medical doctors, expert scientists and insider
whistleblowers at great risk to themselves have been shouting from rooftops to sound the apocalyptic alarm.

Early on during the vaccine rollout, last February 2021 Dr. Sherry Tenpenny accurately predicted that by May through August,
thousands of deaths from the vaccines will be falsely blamed on the fake variants. Outspoken Dr. Carrie Medej is now speaking out
against the vaccine dangers through nanotechnology and the transhumanist elements of how AI through nanoparticles in vaccines
are merging with genetically modiWed GMO former humans. Veteran medical vaccine whistleblower Dr. Joseph Mercola exposes the
“medical reset” within Klaus Schwab’s NWO reset....

Combine that with the EU numbers of 25,248 deaths reported over roughly the same time period till September 18, 2021, and the
numbers jump to over a quarter million. Thus, it’s safe to assume that MILLIONS AROUND THE WORLD HAVE ALREADY DIED as a
result of Big Pharma kill shots. AND THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING. ~ Nobel prize winner for discovering the HIV virus – Dr. Luc
Montagnier, recently submitted a sworn aodavit to the International Criminal Court, concluding: This [Covid-19] vaccine is the
biggest risk to humanity and the biggest risk to genocide in the history of humanity. Governments of the world, Big Pharma and Big
Media are clearly guilty.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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DEMOCIDE DEATH BY GOVERNMENT: GENOCIDE/DEMOCIDE AND MASS MURDER www.hawaii.edu/.../  DEKA- MEGAMURDERERS
 [AND NOW THE CURRENT ONGOING GIGA-MURDER DEMOCIDE UNDERWAY WILL DWARF THEM ALL]
www.hawaii.edu/.../MEGA.HTM  ~ Democide - Home | International Association of Genocide Scholars https://genocidescholars.org/
 ~ Self-disseminating shedding vaccines to SOFT KILL DEMOCIDE GENOCIDE suppress zoonoses | Nature Ecology & Evolution
www.nature.com/.../s41559-020-1254-y  ~ Democide - Social Darwinism | SpringerLink link.springer.com/.../BF02262735  ~ Pray
tell, my brother, Why do dictators kill and make war? Is it for glory; for things, for beliefs, for hatred, for power? Yes, but more,
because they can.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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Dr. Mercola, please know that I'm so grateful for the work that you do for us, the accuracy you demand and your absolute sincerity.  Thanks
as well to everyone here who comments.  If it wasn't for mercola.com it would be a nightmare to deal with this worldwide deceit and crimes
against humanity.  Eileen in Switzerland was in a protest in Switzerland against Covid passports with 4 to 5K involved and it's nowhere to be
found in MSM.  But the protests are growing, even in obedient Ottawa, Canada.
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Report on the website of the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC). Since many governments implemented coronavirus
pandemic lockdowns in 2020, people around the world have held largely peaceful protests against unprecedented social distancing
restrictions that are devastating global economies and ruining people's lives. World Freedom Day, hundreds of thousands of People
of all ages took to the streets in Australia, the UK, France, Italy, Greece and Germany to publicly challenge oppressive public health
laws.

The messages on the posters that publicly defend civil liberties (freedom of thought, expression, conscience and assembly) and the
human right to informed consent to take medical risks, demonstrate that the spirit of freedom lives in the hearts and minds of
people in all parts. In the United States, polls reveal that the nation is highly divided over the COVID-19 vaccine mandates. More than
half of employed Americans are against COVID-19 vaccine requirements to have a job, while nearly 70 percent of Americans are
opposed to being required to show proof of a COVID-19 vaccine to enter a store or business. More information in the link
thevaccinereaction.org/2021/08/covid-vaccine-mandates-strongly-opposed..
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the mention Pat...it was my Wrst Covid protest and it most certainly won't be my last. It felt so good to be surrounded
by like-minded, gentle souls who are standing up for what is right and good. Next one is in my home town here, and I will be there
with some Swiss bells on! Thank you to Dr. Mercola and to the others such as Ms. Fisher and Robert Kennedy who are educating and
advocating for our health!
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew, I echo exactly your comments here. The gratitude I feel for the work Dr Mercola does for the truth he brings to us all. I look
forward every day to his articles. I also appreciate the comments from all of you knowledgeable posters so thank you, thank you,
thank you.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew, This one or similar? I had to Wnd it for a Swiss friend but no sign under Google (as usual) but came up using Epic browser,
uses Yahoo. www.bitchute.com/.../opPvmrdgRfyI
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi bee70578, I don't think the protest you give the URL for on Bitchute was the one Eileen went to because there was no opposition
or violence - hoses, etc.  But if these two protests were held on same day or this weekend it just shows you the opposition that's
growing, quite possibly in leaps and bounds.
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Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Telegraph: Thousands more people than usual are dying ... but it’s not from Covid. "Data from Public Health England (PHE) shows that
during that period there were 2,103 extra death registrations with ischemic heart disease, 1,552 with heart failure, as well as an extra 760
deaths with cerebrovascular diseases such as stroke and aneurysm and 3,915 with other circulatory diseases."
www.yahoo.com/news/analysis-thousands-more-usual-dying-170117640.html
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Thanks, Laura. Yes, we need the reality of vaccine deaths. FEDERAL LAWSUIT SEEKS IMMEDIATE HALT OF COVID VACCINES, CITES
WHISTLEBLOWER TESTIMONY CLAIMING CDC IS UNDER-COUNTING VACCINE DEATHS. America’s Frontline Doctors Wled a motion
to stop the use of Emergency Use Authorization COVID vaccines for anyone under 18, anyone with natural immunity or anyone who
hasn’t received informed consent. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/americas-frontline-doctors-federal..  (07/20/21)
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Wenonah02
Joined On 7/25/2020 8:00:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I read that too (GB)
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Although the CDC always minimizes the harms of Covid vaccines, a signiWcant fact adolescents who received COVID injections have
7.5 times more deaths, 15 times more disabilities, 44 times more hospitalizations than all the vaccines approved by the FDA in 2021.
1,490 fetal deaths have also been recorded after COVID-19 injections in pregnant women. By contrast, the same VAERS database
search for stillbirths due to gu shots, and for 2021 so far there are ZEROs. During the past year, 2020, there were 16 fetal deaths
after gu shots taken by pregnant women. And yet the CDC continues to recommend that pregnant women receive an injection of
COVID-19. nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/cdc-teens-injected-with-covid-s..
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The Japanese have already called foul, rejecting 2 large mRNA shot shipments from Moderna due to visual contamination. Am
re-posting this here, sevinletters posted it yesterday (way down the blog) - Stew Peters had Dr. Jane Ruby share several snippets of
this conference of German and Austrian researchers and lawyers discussing pathology reports from deaths some attributed to the
shots, one slide in particular shows unbalancing of the innate immune system; the second party they shared their vial ingredient
images under microscopes from different research centers. Its long, moved through quickly. What they are suggesting is after the 2
hr mark in their video. English translation by voice-over is provided throughout. Here's the link:
odysee.com/.../PK_Tot-durch-Impfung_english:a  Is this clear enough now?
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The Frontline Doctors lawsuit was nearly immediately kicked out of Federal Court. They are not interested in hearing it.  Sorry, if you
post old news and its value has already degraded, just like the PWzer's shot effectiveness against the Delta variant is reportedly
around 42%.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ADE??? Dr. Judy Mikcovitz predicted!  Much more to come as the season progresses. Those forcing these death jabs are nothing
less than murderers, in my opinion.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Laura, the spin doctors are busy with the news of thousands more than usual dying.  In the article you link they blame the increased
deaths due to people in the UK and Wales not having access to needed medical care for the last 18 months.  How twisted can they
get?  They don't have the integrity to admit people are dying due to the so called vaccine/jab.
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nickstubbs
Joined On 7/7/2013 1:57:52 AM
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I/we truly appreciate your tenacity with this sh*t show guys. It would have been easy for you both to give up what with all the censorship but
I believe that your voice is only getting stronger. I'm not a conspiracy theorist but have been warning people of this since around 2009/10.
 My Wrst step into that rabbit hole from a "normal" life was actually after 9/11 when my spider senses went into overdrive.  Years later, I
went so far down that rabbit hole and was posting so much on social media warning people back then about the incoming health, Wnancial
and climate agenda, they thought I was mad. Last year I was shadow banned by Facebook so stopped posting and even deleted everything
from my timeline.

As they say, I'm running out of conspiracies now as they've pretty much all come to fruition. Even my VERY sceptical wife is now on-board.
(Unbeknown to me, she booked her jab earlier in the year but backed out last minute without any intervention from me). I started losing my
mind with this around 2014 and later (last year) when covid started it is now so good to know that there are so many professionals in their
respective and related industries taking up the Wght. I haven't given up but feel like a coiled spring waiting for my "call up". Keep up the great
work Dr M 

👍👊✌
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sai73491
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I traveled down that rabbit hole after I was in line at a pharmacy and chatted with a cop in line who told me 9-11 was done by our
own government.  He knew something. Then I wondered why so many foreigners were being deposited in our midst and that began a
journey that was almost too painful to bear at times.  I read a number of places where there is a war on white America and we can
see that with all the false claims of racism. In reality it's also a war on every race, although that part remains hidden as the elite are
trying to exploit each race to turn against each other. We live near multiple races and there are zero race issues.  I encourage
everyone to reach out to other races to show them this is a manufactured lie.  It's up to US.

I read that is why women have been encouraged to go for a career instead of a family - to drop the birthrate - and it's worked. Taking
care of home and family is looked down on. However, these career women reach their 40's and many end up bitter - it's a phenomena
psychologists are familiar with.   Our entire society has been engineered. One of the worst eye-openers was learning that Disney is
completely evil and that Sesame Street was a Tavistock creation.  When you watch clips of cartoons marketed to children it shocks
the conscience - however it does explain why youth have turned south.  I think that God in His mercy only reveals a little truth at a
time to us or we would soon be overwhelmed by the widespread evil that we've been born into. "Principles of Propaganda" should be
read by everyone to understand just how wide and deep this runs:
 propagandaprinciples.wordpress.com/2018/08/06/propaganda-principle-1-t..
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM
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sai73491 Don't buy into that anti-feminist agenda. Women weren't exactly encouraged to go for a career instead of a family. Women
just wanted and deserved a seat at the table...and Wnancial security. In the mid 70s wages started to freeze and then decline. Even
before that it took two middle class workers to support a family. The economy was engineered long ago to enslave everyone. Most, if
not all, women want a family. However, they don't want the 10-14 children coerced and encouraged by the Catholic church and other
religions either.
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Sai73491, it's way more complicated than that. A lot of gen x women I know are still virgins. What Victorians called Old Maids. By a
lot I mean nearly a third of the women I know as friends or family members. Why? A big reason is most are evangelical Christians
and even as teens we outnumbered the boys. Some settle for atheists. Another big reason? Like the hippies my generation
embraced lots of no-strings sex. This was wildly popular with the guys. Lots of them preferred to sleep around with the always ready
and available "easy girls." Why bother marrying with all the scantily clad bimbos everywhere giving it away for free?

Of course a lot of the aging scarlet women are alone too. Unlike us pathetic dried-up, loser old maids these oversexed bimbos were
surprised they couldn't easily land a hubby and start a family after 40. Turns out men don't want them after a certain age either.
Though of course using any woman as a prostitute--even fat, worthless, old, fuglies--is acceptable for some lecherous horn dogs. I
knew--by age 25--that would never happen. Hopelessly on the shelf and dried up by your mid twenties if you don't look super
smoking HOT and master your girtation skills.

Yeah. My life sucks. I knew it would be joyless and rotten since my twenties. "But R___, you have such a bad attitude!" Well somedays
I smile. But it doesn't change my life no matter what I do. The circumstances and situations are beyond positive thinking or any
practical steps that can be taken. Which seems to be the way our whole planet is.  Maybe being rejected by humanity was not such a
bad thing. No progeny to worry or cry about. But I do cry when I see masked kids. Wish their moms would stand up. Most think it's
good for their health. I'm just a dried up, crazy old maid after all. So I say nothing.
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May I please ask what 'rabbit hole' after 9/11? My brother survived the 87th goor of the second Tower and was able to get below the
83rd glor before the impact of gight 175. When he speaks of his experience and people ask about his thoughts about conspiracy, his
reply is always, "I don't care how it went down, who made it happen or why. I was there and this is what happened to me during the
day of September 11th when all I did was simply go to work."
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I am absolutely Blown Away by the phenomenal amount of energy that Barbara Fisher and her organization have put into Wghting this battle
over vaccines. I had no idea it has been such an Endeavor for so many years. Even though it seems like a losing battle at times, I hope we
continue to Wght the drug industry on this front. But what  I also hope develops with equal passion is a group that will do what the CDC
claimed they were going to do back in March of 2020. And that is to collect statistics on how we are approaching herd immunity. If we just
put some focus on the fact that nattural acquired immunity is not just over a dozen times as powerful as what is gained from a shot, but
that we are as a population gaining absolute protection against this virus just like we do for every virus. If people only knew that we are
nearly safe just based on how many people now are absolutely protected by acquired immunity, then people would have so much hope. And
that hope would give them power to resist vaccines.

Also in the case of each individual, when they realize they have had the Delta variant, they are totally liberated in their mind from any fear
that the drug industry is trying to instill in them. I am one of those people, and I am so happy to know that my minimal bout with covid both
the original last year and now the delta variant, has given me a great protection and a feeling of freedom. By law all this should be a
freedom that I can exercise anywhere at any time without need for a mask or another booster shot. Until we have such a law, and common
understanding in the population, I will persist in asking for more data on how much antibody  we have now as a total population. I think this
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understanding in the population, I will persist in asking for more data on how much antibody  we have now as a total population. I think this
strategy, on balance is worthy of a tremendous effort. Why can't there be a similar organization to create it right now that continually
updates the public on our degree of immunity? Obviously the CDC was going to renege on its promise to do this.
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Full support for natural immunity, which is the only way for humanity to defeat Covid. It is being seen in the statistics that many
young people who have not received the vaccine are already immunized. This immunization is probably very long-lasting as seen
with previous coronaviruses and 13 times more effective against the delta variant. The latest serology survey conducted by the
Indian Council for Medical Research (ICMR) found that at least two out of three people in India have coronavirus (COVID-19)
antibodies, or natural immunity, against the disease. Released on Tuesday, July 20, the survey called the seroprevalence study
included 36,227 people from 70 districts in 21 Indian states. It found that 62 percent of unvaccinated Indians have antibodies,
indicating past exposure to the virus. Overall, 67.6 percent of Indians have antibodies, either acquired in the vaccination campaign or
in past infections. www.ft.com/.../2f6c0907-a556-414a-920c-88c8ce482ed1
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However, a growing number of governments in Europe are planning or have launched policies that restrict the freedom of their
citizens who have not been vaccinated against the Wuhan coronavirus. Many European governments such as France and Italy have
chosen outright to prohibit unvaccinated people from fully participating in social life. In these countries, unvaccinated people are
prohibited from entering places of hospitality such as bars and restaurants. Anyone who does not get vaccinated will have to suffer
from living more diocult lives. The objective is to coerce people to receive the venom of the snake, even if the mandatory vaccines
are not implanted in principle.

Only those who are fully vaccinated, in possession of a negative COVID-19 polymerase chain reaction test, or can demonstrate that
they have recovered from a previous coronavirus infection will be able to fully re-enter society. People can prove this by using a
health pass or a vaccine passport. This goes against the truth because it is being shown that those vaccinated transmit covid-19
and even the spike protein, in addition to promoting new, more contagious variants, then they should be the Wrst to be discriminated
against. www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/26/covid-more-eu-states-restrict-ve..  ~
www.wsj.com/articles/covid-19-vaccine-holdouts-face-restrictions-in-eu..
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There's hardly anything left on the CDC website regarding their grandiose plan to study the progression toward herd immunity that
they touted  in the spring of 2020. Obviously they realized that if they were going to promote a vaccine, they didn't want to be the
ones informing the public that the public was getting safer and safer by the week. There were already studies Being publicized that
had been performed in Massachusetts, New York City, and California, which showed levels of antibodies suocient for protection in
15 to 20% of the people tested back in April I've 2020. Now here's a selection of what you Wnd about herd immunity in the United
States: www.christianitydaily.com/articles/12020/20210529/top-doctor-says-amer..
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Svelterman
Joined On 5/27/2021 6:20:58 AM
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My Wrst thought after coming out of the Covid19 fog of my August 13 to August 24 infection was that I wasn't afraid anymore!  And I
noticed that everything in the natural world looked brighter and more interesting to me.  My wife and I were sick at the same time.  I
had an Rx for hydroxychloroquine and she had an Rx for Ivermectin.   We had done prior telemedicine consults with brave prescribing
physicians found at Front Line Doctors.

We tested positive for the virus with the Binaxnow test at Walgreens.  In the email that told us we tested positive, we were instructed
to quarantine for 10 days or until our symptoms improved and our temperatures were normal without the aid of any antipyretic (anti
fever) pills.   We were told that our state's CDC would be contacting us "shortly".   We were instructed to contact our PCP and, if we
had trouble breathing or if our skin turned blue or if our temperature went over 102F, call 911.   We called our PCP (the same
practitioner for both of us) and she simply told us to get vaccinated or get the booster 90 days after our recovery.  She said to call
her if we had any trouble.  We were given no advice on the course of the infection or what we should do to during the infection to
take care of ourselves and to relieve symptoms.  

The CDC DID contact us toward the end of our disease process.  They didn't ask anything about tracking our contacts when we were
diagnosed.   I DID contact people with whom I was in close contact before testing positive.  One would think that would have been
one of the instructions given to us in the email. Fortunately, when we decided to NOT be vaccinated, we realized that we would likely
become infected with C19, so we prepared as well as we could for the sickness.  We were sick at the same time and we tended to
each other... it was kind of good, bonding experience.  Part of my preparation was losing weight. On July 4, 2020,  I weighed 188 (on
my 5'5" frame).  I was obese.  Now I weigh 145.
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stoneharbor
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Thank you for your testimony Svelterman! I enjoy so much hearing about each and every win that people have over this virus. When
you think about it, there are hundreds of thousands of people across the world every day who are winning this battle, and are arriving
at a state of elation, and a realization of Freedom, that they have not had before with respect to covid-19. I always think wouldn't it be
wonderful if this was the news that we were presented with everyday. While the NVIC story is impressive, it is also depressing, in that
it seems to be getting backed into a corner as it presses forward. So I can't help but try to bring a glimpse of happiness into every
discussion that dwells heavily on vaccines. It's better to have some signs of success along with stories of the threat of an expanding
vaccination future. So please excuse my seeming attempt to change the subject here. I want people to be happy and feel more
freedom every day, as that is also an important part of health.
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stoneharbor, If you look closely at the structure of the CDC, at least 2 major congicts become apparent.  1) they have responsibility
to order and distribute about $6 Billion US in vaccines each year across the US; and 2) there is a CDC Foundation, mostly supported
and funded by Big Pharma's vaccine manufacturers.  You will be looking in the wrong place if you think this agency has not been
110% captured by Big Pharma. This is all big business invading and controlling a govt and pseudo-military agency at an alarming
rate, fascism rules! despite illusions being projected to the contrary.
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Thank you for pointing this out realrose. I tried to read both sides, including Publications by the AMA, the FDA, and the CDC. It's very
interesting what I come up with. In that case I came up with a public written commitment by the CDC to do periodic,  comprehensive
antibody testing to determine the progression of the effective gaining of immunity by the population with regard to the Corona virus.
The fact that this statement of CDC plans to document how quickly we were becoming immune nearly completely disappeared from
their website is what is important here.

Apparently they announced that study without considering that they were also going to have a plan to rapidly develop a vaccine that
could force emergency use on the country, and that necessary for that they needed to promulgate a story that totally ignored natural
gained immunity. The CDC may have originally announced this plan with the consideration that no vaccine would be possible until
the virus was almost completely eradicated via natural immunity. It seems, that as plans progressed to rush out a vaccine, or
possibly because they discovered if they didn't rush out the vaccine, they were going to have no one willing to accept it's worthless
solution, that they had to scrap the whole antibody publication.

What this shows if nothing else is that the quick emergency solution vaccine plan developed and took priority sometime after CDC
announced that comprehensive antibody  study, in other words in the spring of 2020. SigniWcant here is that in the beginning, the
powers-that-be didn't really have a plan to pull out a vaccine from a back pocket and push it on the whole world before we developed
immunity. The original plan may have always been to release new variants in a timely manner and push the vaccine to solve those
new threats. Of course that plan most likely still exist. The only tweak they made was to rush, and push the vaccine on to us even
during, tho at the end of the original variant.
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The non-vax group like this need people like Ms Fischer who are Uber-knowledgeable to have meetings with media folks to educate
them on all of this. There is no way all of us collectively have that kind of exposure or knowledge to convince them otherwise.
 Mother Jones, Their article for instance, perpetuates what the masses believe… that we are all crazy anarchists. Fischer, Kennedy,
Mercola all have a bully pulpit if they just can reach a few that can turn the tide now. People are weary of this and may listen now
more than ever.

Tucker Carlson has a large following, Rand Paul… I don’t know who is THE ONE! but there has to be somebody who can wake people
up! No one wants to listen to me say just wait and see what’s gonna happen to your health or read the bgillion papers written that has
convinced me this is bad juju. My Chiro friend told me back In February 2020 this had manmade markers and from that point on I
was against whatever came down the pike. But now!  Who’s going to stop Fauci Gates, Schwab?!  I’m scared to death every time I
read a Mercola blog!  I beg all of you that have this uber-knowledge to get to those who can turn this.

Hell I’d even use Trump at this point as he was extremely successful at fake news quashing campaigns, and just a comment here
and there from him can rally people like never before. I just don’t think people engage with their representatives anymore so they just
let happen what happens.  Trump can move the needle politically if he was educated on it I have to believe. That’s why he was voted
in because he wasn’t mainstream politician and people still want that. Has anyone been in contact with him? Kennedy? Most likely as
he was nearly an advisor anyway.  Just saying…
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Stoneharbor - Darth Fauci was busy developing a vaccine through PWzer and Moderna, starting late 2016 - early 2017. Appears "they"
(Fauci had NIAID funds and possibly privately invested in Moderna) had it ready around early summer 2019 - this timeline was from
listening closely to David Martin when he calls attention to speciWc Moderna patent edits made in spring 2019 - the SPARS outline
(go look up this response draft from 2012- updated several times) was initially scheduled for 2025. My guess is the Wuhan lab leak
August - Sept 2019 or thereabouts, caused a scramble as it occurred earlier than expected. Digging deeper, you eventually learn that
sars-cov1, mers, ebola were all traced to lab leaks...and history goes on from here.

Bet65090 - you are asking several good questions. Everyone could be considering where and when the break will come! This farce,
the curtain shielding a worldwide kabuki theater show, cannot be kept up for much longer. My guess? Japanese Health Authorities
have started by throwing a few stones down a highly unstable hillside (no pun intended).
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Stoneharbor -  Further, Dr McCullough mentioned that a slew of safety assessment plans were made prior to this shots rollout. He
could not Wnd any of these followed through; he should know, as he has been on safety panels before. You may want to listen to this
presentation, Dr M posted it several days ago: The Presentation That Is Changing Minds About the COVID ‘Vaccines’ -
www.bitchute.com/.../Vq8xtIuKzrXK  - this dates from August 29, 2021.
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Rrealrose, good point. You may have described the reason that the CDC stopped pushing information about their antibody study.
Here's the latest that I have found. www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/blood-bank-serosurvey...
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‘1. "If I get vaccinated, can I stop wearing a mask(s)?" Government: "NO"; 2. "If I get vaccinated will the restaurants, bars, schools, Wtness
clubs, hair salons, etc. reopen and will people be able to get back to work like normal? Government: "NO"; 3. "If I get vaccinated will I be
resistant to Covid?" Government: "Maybe. We don't know exactly, but probably not."; 4. "If I get vaccinated, at least I won't be contagious to
others - right?" Government: "NO. The vaccine doesn’t stop transmission."; 5. "If I get vaccinated, how long will the vaccine last?"
Government: "No one knows. All Covid "vaccines" are still in the experimental stage."; 6. "If I get vaccinated, can I stop social distancing?"
Government: "NO"

7. "If my parents, grandparents and myself all get vaccinated can we hug each other again?" Government: "NO"; 8. "So, what's the beneWt of
getting vaccinated?" Government: "Hoping that the virus won't kill you."; 9."Are you sure the vaccine won't injure or kill me?" Government:
"NO"; 10. "If statistically the virus won't kill me (99.7% survival rate), why should I get vaccinated "Government: "To protect others."; 11. "So,
if I get vaccinated, I can protect 100% of people I come in contact with" Government: "NO"; 12. "If I experience a severe adverse reaction,
long term effects (still unknown) or die from the vaccine will I (or my family) be compensated from the vaccine manufacturer or the
Government" Government: "NO - the government and vaccine manufacturers have 100% zero liability regarding this experimental drug." I
found this on a reply to a Microsoft news story yesterday. I am gobsmacked  that they were allowed to post it. It just puts everything into
plain english and I hope that it wakes a few people up.
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Anyone remember Bruce Lipton?  The genetic expression guy?   Why I keep "stressing" stress and media fear campaign;
 www.youtube.com/watch
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No accidents here, Note the YouTube link to "Get more information from the CDC about Covid-19" placed directly below this video?
According to several sources, Australian aboriginies had a strange practice of ostracizing tribal members by "pointing a stick" at
them, forcing them to depart from the tribe. Unwanted people would often die in 2 or 3 days. SAY WHAT?
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forbiddenhealing
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Drug ads and "Most trusted network news anchors" work hand in hand to perpetuate drug-only medicine at the expense of common sense
prevention...Call em "anchors" cuz they keep you stuck in the corporate narrative!  Given all the years of public and higher education, why in
bloody hell is prevention not a major subject?   Disease does not just strike randomly and for no-reason.  Cause and effect can not be
denied.  

And we think we are the crown of creation while rodents like Fauci, idiot news anchors and the cockroaches in congress have usurped
power over us and reality.  They openly and tirelessly scheme to control weak minds on behalf of greedy businessmen.  Until there is a
revolution in logic, these vermin will protect an absurd status quo;  endless warfare, friends/enemies, bad food/drugs/chemicals,
consolidated information/censorship/secrecy and the wealth of a few monopolies.  We have murdered millions in the MidEast, millions w
Fauci-virus and more to come from pharma vaxxxing...For what???   So a few sadistic billionaires can enjoy a temporary sense of
immortality?
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Yes Randall, the gates of hell are opening. Vaccines, drugs, massive industrialization, industrial agriculture and livestock, unhealthy
food, environmental pollution, where 5G technology implies a radical increase in the levels of electromagnetic pollution, constitute a
promotion of diseases. There are many older people with chronic conditions who suffer greatly and die from this pandemic, ingating
the death statistics. The pharmaceutical maWa and the institutional corporations responsible for food, the environment, drugs, etc.,
are the most to blame for this situation.

Control of people, including health. by computer media is a reality that surpasses fantasy, and the struggles between the candidates
to govern a country with lies and deception, is manifested in all elections. Promises that are then mostly not kept. Health is an issue
that greatly concerns the population. and the strategies to come to power is to invest in propaganda and dominate social networks
and other media. The contracts and dependency are carried out as the elections progress. Health, energy policies, the world of
communications, etc., are in the negotiation.

The most deceptive marketing gimmicks of Big Food and Big Pharma serve this menticide. After all, repeat a lie enough times, no
matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses start to believe it. "Safe and Effective" - The CDC's oocial seal of approval for every
vaccine and gu vaccine that has never been shown in a clinical trial to work, and that comes with a list of adverse events and side
effects in the package insert. the vaccine that should include any sane and intelligent humans avoid it at all costs.
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There is no money in keeping people healthy....its all about a pipeline of proWts month after month and year after year
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Amen & a Hallelujah to all of the above!   Captain Randall & Gui ... you Rock!
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Have you considered that if tv (the FCC) no longer allows drug ads on US tv, an entire (questionable) news outlet and some form of
re-hashed formulaic entertainment will disappear, along with cable companies? Already there's massive ad spend supporting these
network stations. Do you see this happening in the near future?
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Svelterman
Joined On 5/27/2021 6:20:58 AM
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It is better to trust in the Lord than to trust in man.  It is better to trust in the Lord than to trust in princes.  Psalm 118:8&9 We have
wonderfully and fearfully designed immune systems.  Learn about and nourish your immune system.  Thank you, Dr. Mercola et. al. for
remaining beacons of sanity in this insane world.  I look forward to reading your encouraging web site everyday!
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So right. That is exactly how I view this
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I hope I live long enough to see Bill Gates and his cronies go to prison.
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Kanadian45,  We are more likely to see them all die of old age.
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I’ve got a 3rd scenario for Gates and Company: Revelation 6:14-17 And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and
every mountain and island were moved out of their places. And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the
chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the
mountains; and said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the
wrath of the Lamb: for the great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand?
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I  hope I live long enough to see Bill Gates die, hopefully after vaccines he constantly promotes; tho' he probably has never had the
guts to take any of the sterilising toxic crap he pushes on children in impoverished countries, pretending to be a philanthropist, when
in fact, like his father, the scum is a Eugenicist and a friend to Epstein. No wonder his wife ditched him.
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This is an outstanding article - thank you so much for your determination to bring the truth to the world about the vaxx and the unbelievable
amount of corruption that's seeking to destroy people's lives and health. 'THEY" are losing so have to watch out for even greater tyranny and
cruelty
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I went to sign up for the NVIC newsletter, but when I did it took me to another page where they want my address and phone number. This is
unfortunate as I would like to receive this but I will not give them this info just so I can be sent or called with more marketing info. This is a
web based newsletter and my address nor phone number is not needed to send me it!! Please remove this stipulation.
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A supplement manufacturer cannot make any "false" claims about the beneWts of their products, but the drug companies can say whatever
they want about their products as long as they also give a brief list of potential side effects like death.
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Den6328
Joined On 6/19/2013 10:19:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The United States Constitution gives you rights to life , religious freedom. This is the law. No mandate , or order can violate the
Constitution. Nothing stands above the Constitution. Do not give up your religious right to say no to a vaccine. You do not need to belong to
any organized religion to state your case. You do not need a letter from any priest or pastor. State your religious belief only. No vax facts or
science discussion or you are out of God’s world and into theirs and they can trip you up,
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Truth_Bomb
Joined On 9/18/2021 8:20:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi,  Sadly I think a lot of people don't care about the Constitution/individual rights.  Fighting covid and climate change is for the
greater good.  I think a lot of people think "unvaccinated" people carry higher levels of virus.  I guess that's why they're sick all the
time or worse.  I ask them at what viral load does your vaccine work?  They have no idea.  I mean I'm taking vitamin D and zinc.  Are
they taking it because according to them I need them to take for mine to work.  I don't want to work with people that think I'm a threat
to them.

The testing is more BS in my opinion.  Its just a way to coerce people to take vaccine/isolate them if they test positive.  When does
this insanity end?  When people stop getting sick?  stop dying?  Never gonna happen.  If masks work, we're wearing them forever. I
also think there are people that like following rules.  It makes them feel like they're being a good citizen and when they encounter
others...they're like wait you didn't get the vaccine?  you must be selWsh.  I keep hearing polio small pox measles mumps...I mean
they're all one in the same right?
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Den6328...For clariWcation; Every Human Being is endowed the right to Life, Liberty and Freedom by God.  We all are born as free
moral agents.  The constitution is a contract between the govt and We the People. Rights are not rights if they can be taken away;
they are merely privileges granted by your master(s). I can't speak for others, only for myself.  I do not have ANY human masters.
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nikashon
Joined On 3/26/2012 9:44:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love Dr Mercola’s website and how informative his articles are. I’m shocked with all Covid-19 vaccine urge and mandate. As a person I
disagree with this mandate and feel that I will loose the battle of this mandate as my workplace mandated for all employee to be
vaccinated. I had Covid 9 month ago. I just checked my antibodies and I still have it. I had gu shot once in my life many years ago. Post gu
shot reaction was bad. I never received gu shot since then. I barely have cold or gu like symptoms. Taking good care of my health and
taking vitamins.

My work place allows people who doesn’t want to be vaccinated  to submit medical or religious exemptions request. Exemption would be
granted on case by case basis. But it is impossible to get letter  for medical exemption from the PCP. Also, employers don’t recognize
natural immunity. The religious exemption is not that easy as I thought it would be. While I submitted religious exemption request and still
waiting on the employer response I feel that my options are none but to get an unwanted Covid vaccine  if my request would be rejected by
employer. I can’t loose my job and that means if I wouldn’t get exemption my only choice would be to get covid shot that I absolutely
against. It’s so sad to me, I just feel awful…
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tim9711
Joined On 5/31/2019 7:49:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hang in there I'm in the same situation. I have until 10/15 to be fully vaxed or lose my job. I'm not taking it. Grandma always said if
God closes one door he'll open another! It's a great paying job with 7 weeks PTO but my health means more to me than money. Good
Luck!
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have become a nation of followers rather than independent and discerning thinkers. The new 'god' has been trumpeted: "Trust the
science!"  One of my favorite articles is "Experts are always right, right?  Wrong!"  It gave story after story of how so-called 'Experts' were
wrong in numerous circumstances and average but thinking people were right.  One of the saddest is when CPS removes a child from a
loving family with a few issues only to place them in a 'safe' home where they're sexually abused or traocked.  Yeah - the 'experts' were
right, weren't they?"  Everyone should read Medical Kidnap News.  CPS is an industry that receives big government money every time they
remove a child from a home, so guess what they do?

My friend's daughter is a high school psychologist whose own family is in tatters yet she is held up as a guru by parents and school staff.
Her mother exclaimed "Can't you use what you learned in college to Wx your own family!?" But 'trust the science' right??? "If you tell a lie big
enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it. The lie can be maintained only for such time as the State can shield
the people from the political, economic and/or military consequences of the lie. It thus becomes vitally important for the State to use all of
its powers to repress dissent, for the truth is the mortal enemy of the lie, and thus by extension, the truth is the greatest enemy of the
State." - Joseph Goebbels
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just learned several months ago "Safe and Effective" was Wrst used for polio shots in the 1960's. Don't even go there!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Safe and effective" was what doctors called the cocktail of mind altering drugs that kept me from thinking straight for 20+ years.
Supposed to treat the "mental illness" they assumed I had. Why? I was unsure and awkward in my teens. At college I saw a shrink.
He gave me an SSRI called Anafranil.  It kept me awake for an entire 3 weeks. Of course I hallucinated. The shrink said Anafranil
never had that effect on anyone. (He had already told me it was a new drug. Even the list of side effects said it included "insomnia"
and "hallucinations.")

But of course it was all my fault. They persuaded me and my family I was "severely mentally ill." A biological "defective" and would
never amount to anything because of my bad genes. The nonstop gaslighting they called "adult day treatment" where they told us
repeatedly how stupid and crazy we were. How we should lower all hopes for our lives and never, ever question our doctors or think
for ourselves. We were stupid crazies. They were medical experts. And the epitome of sanity and normalcy.  We shouldn't trust our
own delusional, mentally ill thoughts. But defer to the Experts in everything.

Took me awhile, but I left that cult. Went into hiding, and tapered off the crap so I can think and feel like a human again. Now the
same kind of creepy doctators are taking over the world. I would rather die than live under such sadistic, scary people. No
conscience, empathy, or compassion. Yet the majority are handing us all over to be their slaves forever. I was happy to escape my
tormenters. But none of the vaxxholes want to.   I don't care what happens to them at this point.  They clearly enjoy torture.
Impossible to pity them because of it.
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The suggestion that more than 600 thousand Americans have died from covid is just put out there to scare us. How many have died from
the vaccine I'd like to know. Maybe the next article on this website can tell us that.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grilles, during the largest injection bio-warfare/crimes against humanity/eugenical culling event in history I might start to research
that number by checking the MSM TV news, CDC, NIH, FDA, Hollywood and the VAERS because we know we can trust all the "Three
[and Four] Letter Agitprop/Psyop/COINTELPRO/CWNS Agencies and Trans-Clowns" to provide [the exact opposite of the] real data
and facts like they always have... or just request an accurate updated supply inventory/count on the body bags still on hand verses
what were originally purchased... might need to make an oocial FOIA Request... I'm sure the gubmint/CWNS will send the real
number off to this website almost as soon as it is Wled. www.bitchute.com/search/?query=body%20bags&kind=video&sort=new  ~
www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.youtube.com/.../videos  

Fast forward again, this time to 2012. Under the Obama Administration Congress reversed the Smith-Mundt protections. They buried
the "Smith-Mundt Modernization Act" into the National Defense Authorization Act which passed and was signed by Obama in 2013.
"Modernization" meant they dropped the propaganda protections and allowed government agencies and bureaucrats to create media
"news" and opinion to feed to the American public. It is written in typical legalese convoluted language, but nonetheless creates a
huge loophole for the State Department and the Board of Broadcast Governors to create and disseminate all the propaganda they
want toward Americans using taxpayer funding. This is a giant ranch ball and we ain't the ranchers. There's no conspiracy here
folks... just get yer dang vaxxine/graphene injection.
www.fayobserver.com/story/opinion/columns/2020/04/30/opinion-governmen..  ~ www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's the recent article from Children's Health Defense on the Grand Jury Petition, coming from 2 Oregon senators:
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/oregon-senators-grand-jury-petitio..  - their letter to the US District Attorney in Oregon re the
actions taken by the CDC and FDA is embedded, use the link under the blue word "letter" scroll down just below the second break in
this article.
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jjack7977
Joined On 5/23/2017 6:57:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok, so this is all very valuable info.....BUTTTT!......  1) The supposed  'EO'  that Obiden supposedly put out for a 'mandatory' injection IS
NOWHERE TO BE FOUND in the Federal Registry!!!   2) Even if it is in the Federal Registry 'EO's' ARE NOT LAW!.......LAW HAS to be done 'BY
THE CONSTITUTION'   3) MANDATORY IS NOT LAW EITHER!!!   So while very one here, for the most part (except those that monitor Dr
Mercola to Wnd ways to silence the TRUTH) is very well aware of the many problems with this mRNA jab, we should STAND OUR GROUND
as FREE AMERICANS!!!!.....DITCH THE MASK AND SAY NO TO THE JAB!!!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Vaccine a poorly tested non-curative medical treatment marketed with fear and administered to people who are not diseased by
intimidation and physical assault." draft entry in the Devil's COVID Dictionary
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Linda Collins
Joined On 2/12/2008 9:10:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please help. I am in tears as I write this. I am a federal employee (one of the hard working ones, I promise). We got the email today,
mandating the vaccine. I have stood my ground against the vax- to the extent that now my husband wants a divorce. I am 60 years old, I
have to have my job. I have nowhere to go. What I need is guidance. I am thinking - if they deny my exemption requests - is that I would get
the J&J one. What do you all think?  And what can I take to mitigate the damage it can cause? Any information would be welcome. I am so
sad and mad and overwhelmed. Thank you, Linda
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't quit. Make 'em make ya. Hold your ground. Make them serve you termination papers "with cause". You've learned enough about
the "injections" right here to make the right choices. The targeted  demographic, including your husband, will not likely be part of the
remnant once the injections really start to work their magic this winter and things really start to slide. Stock up/buy food on credit as
required enough to buy some time and give you some peace of mind. You are at the right place right here, right now. Hold your
course. Trust your guts and logic. "I have nowhere to go. "... stay right where you are... hold your ground... nobody will come to put
you out on the street from where you are already living now at this point in history. Your health/life is worth more than your credit
score. You only own what you can protect... Wgure it out just like the other future remnants that remain after the major phase of this
cull is over. You "were" overwhelmed now you're not. Make 'em make ya.
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DannyBoy62
Joined On 9/4/2016 9:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Linda, whatever you do, DO NOT LET THEM PUT ANYTHING IN YOUR BODY, ESPECIALLY THE JABS! The Jabs are a BioWeapon. The
main people who are promoting the jabs are Eugenist. Don’t let anyone jab you or anyone else in your life. If you take the jab, you will
have NO FUTURE AT ALL!!! Once you get jabbed, you can’t UN-Jab!!! Don’t let anyone convince you to take the jabs!!!!
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"liberals" are showing their TRUE FACE (I voted for Biden) are quickly embracing the post truth era for their personal and party's beneWt.
Mind boggling that "liberals" when convenient become fascist vaxers, lock-down demagogues and over-reaching mandate dictators.
Congress is rotten, the White House should be renamed: LIE HOUSE
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, here below  is an email I received today from my son after his last day at United Airlines after 25-years of faithful service, forced out
because he refused to get the "vaccine." Well that was sad. Loading up all my stuff, tool boxes and saying goodbye to everyone. I still need
to go by the ooce tomorrow and turn in my IDs and computer: So I need to get focused on what is next, clean, organize, research, got lots
of decisions to make. But I will take my time. I might even take a trip. Don't know. Do I want to stay in aviation or try something different? Of
course the world is crazy so keeping an eye on that too to see how that will effect my plans. One day at a time..
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Sonburst
Joined On 8/16/2021 10:00:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We are endowed by our Creator with certain unalienable right, among which are LIFE..."  I am not about to allow some mandate or
movement or whatever you wish to call it mess with the LIFE my Lord has given me.  My life is not my own, but is on loan to me by God.  I
will never pollute it with some brand new medicine that 1) doesn't do what it claims to do, and 2) is killing more people that the virus it's
supposed to protect us from. Be strong.  Stand up and know there are millions standing with you.  Be compassionate.  If a friend or family
member takes this shot be ready to help them with Ivermectin.  You can still help.  Most of all pray and the Great Physician may take mercy
of them and heal them.
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lfolsom444gmail.com
Joined On 8/16/2021 5:23:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband and I have not had our covid shots in fear of what the outcome would be. We talked and decided to wait a year or so to see
what the out come would be. We take Vit. D and other immune builders, lots of santizers ands he wears masks and I wear a shield(cannot
wear mask being a lung cancer survivor and can't breathe in them and SAY OUR PRAYERS..... We are both in our early 70's and pray that this
country will wake up and see what is going one and tell your children if this does not change they will be no future for them....
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mandibular
Joined On 2/6/2013 9:10:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does it strike any of you as "odd" that the CBC, (Central Bank Clan) controlled pharma ordered their "tools" to grant them immunity from civil
acts while at the same time they coo like massing pigeons about vaccine safety?
www.sgtreport.com/2019/01/robert-f-kennedy-jr-vaccine-big-pharma-has-t..  As a more frightening mark of their (global) power, they
VIOLATE laws they had put in place for their Nuremberg "show" trials which allowed them to execute people for crimes THEY had been
committing against humanity decades before their SECOND bankers' world war? www.cirp.org/.../nuremberg  Remember Morris Fishbein,
never treated a single patient yet was "placed" as head of the AMA to chase cancer treatments out of country?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe the people running the show just WANT to kill off most of humanity and sterilize most of the rest? The only reason I can think of for
this insanity and senseless cruelty.
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mandibular
Joined On 2/6/2013 9:10:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You just stumbled on the core reason...
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ding ding ding....we have a winner!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Health authorities and government oocials have proven their incompetence during this pandemic. From the beginning, they neglected and
actually prevented safe and effective treatments from being widely used — a decision that has resulted in unnecessary deaths and
needless suffering” I wholeheartedly disagree with this statement. These governments and authorities are evil, not incompetent. This was a
planned and organized event, even practiced at “Event 201” before kicking off the real thing. Ever notice all of the war games and practice
events surrounding FALSE FLAG EVENTS???

Everything from the Boston Marathon bombing false gag event to 9-11....war games and terrorism (practice) exercises/games were being
done.  When jets were supposedly being scrambled to intercept the plane that crashed in Pennsylvania, the Air operator can clearly be
heard asking if “this were real or part of the exercise” The Government’s of this world are EVIL and are uniting together into a Global Beast
System that the Bible predicted would be ruling before the return of Christ.  Remember the words of George W. Bush Sr.? I’ll attach a link
below to refresh your memories. No U.S. President has any business talking like this. Just goes to show you where we are at in time.
 m.youtube.com/watch   21 minute mark he starts talking about New World Order and United Nations nonsense.  

If I had the time and space, I would use nothing but the Bible to show everyone what’s coming, and what to look for. Sadly few people care,
so I’ll end my rant now. And leave you with a verse from God’s Word: Psalm 33:18-21 Behold, the eye of the Lord  is upon them that fear him,
upon them that hope in his mercy; to deliver their soul from death, and to keep them alive in famine. Our soul waiteth for the Lord: he is our
help and our shield. For our heart shall rejoice in him, because we have trusted in his holy name.
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treemcg7
Joined On 5/13/2021 8:46:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can't turn on a television without getting bombarded by propaganda?  Now you can't even buy fuel without a message from the smart
fuel dispensing machine telling you how safe the vaccine is. I experienced this week in Michigan. 1984?
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let us state the obvious and see what happens. Iron-Wsted Covid health policies and messaging go hand in hand with pharmaceutical
giant's proWts with no end insight for either. Clearly the govt should consider unhitching its wagon from big pharma when the overwhelming
consensus arrives at the conclusion that many lives should have been saved using re-purposed drugs if saving lives was the primary
concern of govt policy making. If it was not and one needs to just say it for what it is "saving lives was secondary not primary". Stated
simply the primary concern unwittingly was therefore to produce a commercially successful vaccine at the cost of people's lives and injury.
Should govt policy continue to put vaccines as primary and not as secondary then it must come under scathing and unrelenting scrutiny as
to its decision making, blatant failings and obvious unhealthy arrangements with drug companies.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When people start investigating, they will realize there is NO safe or effective vaccine........period.  They've also never isolated an infectious
virus.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola wrote a book about treating Covid. On this site he has recommended using hydrogen peroxide to prevent it along with
vitamins and zinc. He believes the virus exists. So do all the other doctors I know. The woman interviewed said she had it. A lot of
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people--including myself--have been very ill with the same symptoms. And gotten better. The risks are minimal. But when I read
nonsense like "There is no virus! People are faking it!" I shake my head. Like the Holocaust denying alt right skin head comments on
Gab, I'm not sure if the commenters believe their own nonsense. Or--more likely--are trolls who believe the opposite. Trying to make
everyone else look stupid by association.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well then Dr. Mercola is the Wrst to isolate it.  Nobody else has.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here are pictures of it from Chapel Hill, NC: www.miamiherald.com/.../article245754170.html  It's not the same as isolation, but at
least we have electron microscope images. Who knows, these could be fake. You can't believe anything these days.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Computer generated pictures are not the same as isolates from "infected" people
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sherdrfrey
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:42:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My current doctor who is a rather young woman ended our recent conversation (when I was asked if I wanted to get the vaccine and I
declined with a bit of conversation concerning my hesitant feelings and anxiousness) at her ooce by saying, "I think everyone should just
stop talking about all of this and get the vaccine because it's better than dying so we can all stay safe.  I go to a health clinic and a revolving
sign states a question and an answer.  The question was, "Can a vaccinated person get Covid?  The answer was, "Absolutely not!"  The
seating area was covered with signs in every other chair saying not to sit due to covid.  Everyone wearing masks.  It was as if I stepped into
another world.  Such fear there.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is a doctor I would Wre on the spot.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's the schpeil the AMA has distributed out to doctors. How do I know? I tried to Wnd an allergist, and heard the same thing. Find
another type doctor, well off that white coat misinformation grid.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is the point of these vaccines. They have been proved ineffective. As people double jabbed can still get the virus and end up in
the ICU & even die. Masks don't keep the virus away, & as for take the vaccine to keep others safe, keep the grandparents safe, thats
a guilt trip. So if I use sun cream will it keep others safe from being sun burnt. In GLasgow area everywhere I go I see masts for 5G
being erected. If they can't get us one way they will get us another. The energy companies in the UK are pushing for smart meters
(more EMFs) to be in every home. The BBC news spews out lies & propaganda, as do all the MSM. Its never ending. Thank goodness
for the sanity of Dr Mercola's articles and the great comments from you all.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Sherdrfrey, You should have asked them why they were all wearing mask if the vaccines are so safe and effective.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The shots are not experimental. mRNA shots were invented in the Soviet Union in the early 1980s:
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/no_author/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-weapon/   The objective of the shots is twofold: population control
and genocide. "Only" 5-25% of the Kill Shots contain mRNA, but graphene oxide is in all of them, plus in the muzzles (that contain another
two carcinogens), in the fraudulent tests, and probably in chemtrails and other things.

I am so sick of the monsters calling 5G damage CV, the genetic manipulation (a bioweapon) in the injections "therapy," or even "vaccines"...
Of course, as in Wuhan, air pollution can also create "CV symptoms," releasing the polluters from liability, just like the manufacturers of the
shots are exempt (which alone should have been a yuuuge red gag for everyone). The pseudo-medical establishment has been used for
inventing illnesses caused by environmental poisons. The "cure" is that is causing the illness. The same people who create the crisis are
the one who are supposed to Wx it, proWting on both ends. For analogies, consider the War on Drugs and the War on Terror. This time, the
goal is control and genocide and it looks like most people swallow the lies (including the existence of a killer virus), hook, line, and sinker.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I share your weariness amply
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are You Tired of Being Used and Abused? [Amandha Vollmer] yummy.doctor/video-list/are-you-tired-of-being-used-and-abused/  ~
yummy.doctor/.../vaccines  NAC is the Ticket; Graphene Decimates Glutathione yummy.doctor/.../nac-is-the-ticket
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is NAC?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Legoge47. Dr. Mercola has published several articles on N-acetylcysteine (NAC). NAC is a precursor to glutathione, the deWciency
of which can worsen the severity of COVID-19 disease. A high dose of NAC intravenously could help control the chain of events that
cause hemolysis of red blood cells in these patients, allowing them to recover from severe COVID-19 illness. NAC also inhibits the
expression of pro-ingammatory cytokines, improves T-cell response, improves various lung problems, and inhibits hypercoagulation.
Some studies on glutathione and NAC. www.tandfonline.com/.../23744235.2021.1945675  (16 Jun 2021) ~
link.springer.com/.../s00408-021-00465-3  (27 August 2021) The US Food and Drug Administration decided to crack down on NAC,
claiming that it cannot be considered a dietary supplement. As a result, Amazon removed all products containing NAC supplements.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7649937  NAC!   Orally, orally in megadose, via IV..or nebulized straight onto sinus/ lung
tissues...along with Vit C, Zn, Mg...H2O2/I, etc...Defense or Offense.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I use half a 750mg cap NAC powder dissolved in a shot glass w 20ml water, Wll neb cup...neb 5 minutes..usually cough a bit at
Wrst...Concentrations and time of use are arbitrary, play by ear to what works.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally got through directions on cleaning nebulizer chamber and sprayer. Mine has a special cycle which I had overlooked. Took an
old shot glass 1/2 oz, and 1/8 tsp NAC pwdr. - had to walk away after 2 minutes, started coughing, can feel vapor going where I need
it. Hopefully will unlock mucus buildup. Great tip! BTW- someone posted a video on bitchute on how to make your own distilled
water. Please no tap. HOW TO MAKE DISTILLED WATER FROM HOME - www.bitchute.com/.../eYbTelNsWPmr
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Bet65090
Joined On 1/18/2021 3:17:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then there’s this guy…. drnealsmoller.com/rant/glutathione-and-the-next-covid-non-cure/
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Yeah, so read the technical paper, not someone's rant.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glutathione from NAC from Garlic for Sulfate is best - Stephanie Seneff brings it all together ... sunlight for cholesterol sulfate and
D3 [+supplemented D3] and no glyphosate... if you fully get this... you win. No joke... sardines/Wsh oil/egg yolks/garlic and sunshine
[while avoiding glyphosate] would probably sustain healthy life just about indeWnitely... says Doktor Strangelove... no joke.
media.sott.net/srn/20180309hws-interview-with-brilliant-researcher-dr-..  ~ knepublishing.com/.../975  ~
lpi.oregonstate.edu/.../garlic
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The elephant is being consumed surprisingly not by bigger critters but by the ants. The ants aren't bad in ruining a picnic. Recording
adverse events is said to be a legal requirement which is hard to police only because of its lack of focus and awareness as a workplace
priority which is a managerial issue. But how do we police racial and sexual discrimination in workplace? Non compliance leads to
someone making a complaint or injury if work does nothing. But what of the VAERS system? Who will make a compliant if we do not have a
sounding or alerting victim. Who is the person being harmed by this violation? I would suggest at the very least the people who have been
injured by the vaccine. Next would be those contemplating the vaccine but need injury data to determine risk and advocacy group
interested in public health.

Penalties exist for organisations that do not comply with sexual and racial discrimination laws what are the VAERS penalties?  Victims will
complain if laws are not complied with in discrimination cases in other words we have a sounding bell if laws are broken. What do we have
for VAERS? Second problem relates to technology to update the VAERS system by those already pressed for time. Some interface may be
required and perhaps voice recording and recognition technology from the user interfaced with VAERS. The ant army is mobilizing at the
very least.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

War Against God - Zelenko, a devout Jew, believes the root of this global takeover is really a war against God. The implication is that life
has sanctity, and if life has sanctity, we have human rights, “earned” by our birth alone. This is the source of natural law. And, if we have
human rights, handed down by God, then no one has the right to decide how long any one of us should live, or how many people there
should be on the planet.

“That’s God’s prerogative,” Zelenko says. “However, if you take that out and view people as no different than an animal, a Darwinist
perspective or eugenics perspective, and basically survival of the Wttest is the yardstick that you measure the dominance hierarchy of
humanity, in that case, these people feel that they are on top of the pyramid, and that entitles them to decide if you and me should live … I
call the [COVID] vaccine ‘Zyklon-V.’ That is the gas the *** used to kill my relatives. So to express my sentiments, I call it Zyklon-V. It’s an
absolute weapon of mass destruction. People are being lied to, and they’re running into the gas chambers themselves because of the
pathogenic fear.” www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..
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kujosrose1
Joined On 2/28/2007 6:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the more I see, the more disgusted I am with scientists who don't seem to be able to discern between what you can do and what you should
do.  Just like with Dr. Malone and RNA "technology" - he comes across as a "nice", responsible scientist/dr, but look at where his work has
gotten us?  Who has capitalized on it?  And he's just one of many.  How can you not give any thought to where your advances might take us
and who might use it to take us down a very dark path, such as where we are RIGHT NOW?!
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Hopefulfuture
Joined On 10/10/2021 2:05:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd like to know why mainstream media is still saying the vaccine is safe and these types of articles are untrue..Yet the VAERS is public
knowledge although very diocult to understand the data for adverse affects and deaths as it relates to the covid vaccine..Additionally
please help me to know how to push back on being mandated at a job if they deny exemption request..we are having to make choices
unlike never before to keep a job or take a risk that isn't being truthfully explained.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before you can question one medical procedure, you have to have another which works, to replace it with: Mix one heaped teaspoon of
“iodine” table or sea salt in a mug of warm or cold “clean” water, cup a hand and pour some of the solution in, then sniff or snort that
mugful up into your nose, spitting out everything which comes down into your mouth, from the back of your throat, by so doing, you gush
out your nasal cavity, where Coronavirus lives. If you get a burning sensation (which lasts for 2-3 minutes) then you have a Coronavirus
infection.

When the soreness goes away, blow out your head with toilet paper and gush away, washing your hands afterwards and continue doing this
salt clean water nasal cavity gush cure, morning, noon and night, or more often, if you want, until, when you do the salt water cure, you don’t
experience any soreness at all in your nasal cavity inside your head. While you are at it, swallow a couple of mouthfuls and if you get a
burning sensation in your chest, then you are killing the Covid/Pneumonia there too, so keep it up, each time you do a salt water sni�e, until
the soreness in your head and lungs goes away – job done.

When you gush your head with the salt water remedy, it should feel like you are gushing your head with water – no reaction felt at all. I have
been doing this for 27 years and I am never ill from viruses and there is no reason for anyone else to be either. You don’t need to be tested
to see if you have a head infection, you will know instantly if you have or not, with this salt water cure
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ChristieMarie
Joined On 5/8/2016 8:55:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I knew the government had ZERO interest in actual public health when I realized that they wanted to make all kinds of vaccines mandatory,
but made no effort at all to address the squalid conditions in the homeless encampments that were spreading things like typhus and
norovirus and other pathogens, potentially even plague.   Public health is (or ought to be) about keeping the public space clean, NOT about
injecting everybody with toxic chemicals.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The PREP Act is probably unconstitutional. It certainly is unjust. It appears to be a culmination in long history of so-called emergency
powers. Such "powers" are of doubtful morality and constitutionality. There was a good book written recently about this topic - "Is
Administrative Law Unlawful?" According to the book, the answer is "Yes." However, there may be an argument against this I have
discovered an interesting article concerning the Suspension Clause (constitutioncenter.org/interactive-constitution/interpretation/article..
 ). I disagree with the Suspension Clause and doubt that it is just.  There is a good chance that the PREP Act was an intended result of the
Mossad perpetrated controlled demolition that was 9-11.
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MaxWest
Joined On 3/8/2021 4:02:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One great worry I have now is how big pharma is steadily worming its way into political decisions, attempting to replace honest
conventional/alternative medicine with a lifetime of mandatory vaccinations and big pharma drugs ... without honest interest in our health
or well-being, merely as a captive market for enrichment of big pharma and investors, at the expense of our public health. This cannot be
allowed!
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MrPOrangi
Joined On 7/18/2009 12:58:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

URGENT URGENT URGENT. Dr Mercola team and community. Jabcinda Ardern invited New Zealanders to lodge their adverse effects on her
face book page. As the 1000s of injuries gooded her FB page the serious injuries were deleted within minutes. Screen shots have been
taken of lots of deleted posts. Nothing has been reported in any mainstream news in NZ. 4 of our respected probing TV presenters have
"retired" without prior warning in the last 6 weeks. Can anyone/everyone spread this genocidal news even to TV stations in Australia. I have
3 kilos of Vitamin C and other needed ingredients to make lipo Vit C. I have 3 nebulizers and Hydrogen Peroxide to help family and friends if
needed BUT I'm just a conspiracy theorist, my own family is divided, like 10,000s of others. PLEASE if you can spread the word of our plight
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am concerned about a statement Ms. Fisher made about statewide executive orders not withstanding the next “elected” oocial “planted”
into ooce! When we failed to address the blatant election fraud perpetrated by the DNC during Sanders’ and Clinton’s primary, we left the
door wide open for continued election fraud that is only getting worse when you have the dept of Homeland Security given oversight of
election critical infrastructure! If this isn’t the fox guarding the henhouse of American politics, I don’t know what is!  When they attempt to
turn the entire country “blue” in order to usher in the New World Order, it will make what happened toTrump’s presidential campaign look
like kindergarten.
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Sonburst
Joined On 8/16/2021 10:00:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one is appointed to authority over us without God placing them there.  Right now God has intentionally allowed the steal to stand,
and certainly not because He favors Biden, but because our nation, which had already turned from God, was looking to Trump to
save them. So God removed him that we might call upon Him.  He is still waiting. If we as a nation turn to God it doesn't matter what
the DNC tries to do because they will be Wghting against God and He will place into ooce whosoever He has chosen.  On paper Biden
is our president, but Jesus has always been our King and always will be.  I appeal to my king, not my president.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's my opinion. I don't think Bush Jr won. I think FL miscounted and skewed the vote to get him elected with the BS "hanging
chad"! That was total BS! If it's hanging, it means it was punched and the punch was too dull to shear the paper all the way around.
So they threw ballots in the trash that had "hanging chad". That led the way to these electronic "Dominion" voting machines. We have
not had a fair election since these machines were put in place. Obama didn't win. Trump didn't win. BIDEN DAMN SURE DIDN'T WIN!
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Dr. Mercola, This article is very informative and speaks the Truth and Lies of the Pandemic. We can never give up and will prevale over the
true cause and Creation of this Pandemic by a few who "want all the marbles for themselves. Keep it coming Dr.
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mrrobb
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Check...... And Bobby Fischer said    www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Wscher-speaks-jews
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The more we do to you, the less you seem to believe we are doing it.” ― Joseph Mengele ... Great summary of Bobby Fischer quotes
Herr Rob [Mr.]  - Bobby nailed it many times but this way past due "voluntary" eugenics cull proves also that TPTB even above
(((them))) have a practical and eocient side as well. (they knew the timing of the next natural cyclical mini ice age/famines/depops)
Preppers and cyclical "ice age men" realize that we're well into show time - and time to stay out of the way of these bulldozer(s)
coming down the road.

(((They've))) been explicitly telling us through books, movies, drills, staged events for over a century already... and the masses still
wilfully won't/can't "see it" or "believe it" and are holding fast to their Romans 13:1–14 and their pysops. biblia.com/.../13  Harry Vox -
Unsafe Space  www.bitchute.com/.../qiSSqbll667s   Renegade Broadcasting  www.renegadebroadcasting.com    and also Adam
Green - KnowMoreNews  www.bitchute.com/.../qPYBk4x8LaDs   The "Chosen People" are just the upfront "tools" and "actors" and
"trans-actors" to be able to do the necessary.  They are being used and genitally/physically and emotionally abused right from
infancy... and it's all upfront and "out there" for those with eyes/ears/minds.    www.youtube.com/.../UCP0KtsTybqH1HG_Ewyg_Q2Q
 ~  www.whale.to/.../russell_h.html
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If they expect more people to get vaccinated, they need to stop censoring social media and other sources from giving their medical
opinions.  By censoring, it makes it look like their hiding something, and they are.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny. As clever as the brains behind this are they seem to forget certain traits of humanity. Xiden's real plan is to destroy every
social and economic structure in America. If it really was to get us to line up obediently to get jabbed he took the worst approach
possible. Creepy old man yells threats at America for not getting this needle in every arm which he really wants there. Right. Now. A
lot of Americans say he won by fraud. But Xiden threatened to treat everyone who questions election results as a domestic terrorist.
So we KNOW he won legitimately.

C'mon man. Joe just wants to needle us all for our own protection. He is so big on saving American lives. Don't look at Afghanistan.
And he really wants to protect the vaxxed from the unvaxxed. Since the jab is so effective it seems only the vaxxed can get sick or
die, while the unvaxxed stay asymptomatic carriers to spread this deadliest of head colds. Because something something SCIENCE
blah blah blah Fauci says something something slow the spread blah blah blah save lives Trekky technobabble muh grandma's
haircut
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A trait most liars have is that they keep saying the thing over and over to convince you something is good/right. It is so
choreographed that most 6 year-old's with half a brain will pick up on it. Then these pathological liars get old and forget their lies. I
guess Fauci forgot he told the world in Aug 2005 that Hydroxychloriquine was a miracle cure for Sars-Coronavirus
(SARS?Sars-Cov-1). Then he immediately denounces it as an effective treatment for Sars-Cov-2. Both strains of coronavirus use the
same pathway to infect you and enter your cells. So if HCQ works for SARS, it works for Covid-19. But NO!!!! He recommends the
FAILED EBOLA virus treatment, using Remdesivir, that killed THOUSANDS of people in Africa! We are witnessing people die in the
USA from Remdesivir with the exact same kidney and renal failures as those in Africa did.

You enter the hospital tonight TALKING and TEXTING, they put you on a respirator, put you into a medically induced coma, and then
pump you full of Remdesivir. Most people die within 48 hours. Had they been left alone to die on their own they probably would still
be alive. Most pathological liars are also power mongers. By killing these people that get sick it empowers them. They feed on it. Bill
Gates and Fauci are 2 peas in a pod. They should face the death penalty. I'd prefer long term physical pain. Start with shoving
bamboo shoots up their Wnger nails and progressively move up the pain levels. Hydrochloric acid in the eyes is very painful
(personally experienced it)
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I meant sulfuric acid... Personally got it in both eyes. Instant blindness!
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The recovery rate is above 95% for a normal person in decent shape so why the scare of so many?  All that is written is how to keep from
getting Covid and if you do, how to survive.  Several of us just wanted to take a different approach thinking like the old warriors did by
wearing our armor only on the front of us so we would be protected moving bravely forward and with no protection on our back so if we
turned around and ran scared and retreated we would be killed.  Challenge question: Just how could you catch Covid if you really tried?  
Can some expert tell us or give us the outline or exact procedure to follow to guarantee the catching of Covid?

Testing would include going to all games, sitting close together and jumping up hollering, unmasked, eating in restaurants unmasked, work
close to others unmasked, don't take any shots, shop for food, whatever, close and unmasked. Anything people are scared to do or go, you
purposely do and go. Open mouth, breath deep close to all people without showing fear. That doesn't seem to work in getting it so give us
exactly how?  It seems that is what most of us do, unafraid and do not have any trouble with Covid so why be so scared?  Its your life not
the governments so live it your way and ignore all the BS!!!
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More like 99.7% survival rate. 97% of not going to the hospital. Unless you're over 75 and have cancer or heart problems. Then it's
90-95%.
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It's probably more than 99.997%. Most people never know they even had it.
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This woman gets it. A doctor speaking out... rumble.com/.../vdb29n
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YES....this entire "Covid-19-eo" is just ANOTHER BIG LIE...But now THEY Got ya Good!!!!!!!...billions of brainwashed people
'RolledUpTheirSleeves' to the Jab(s)...  sadly now the TRUTH will slide out ....and there will be a medical 'Panic"....worldwide ....with the
billions who are 'Pumped up with this junk' will rush hospitals and medical facilities  and they will be  the future 'Homeless Junkies and
Drunks'  and life will decay drastically....just like the NWOdour Pigs and Pedos  want.....than will be the "Great-=Fiest" where the sickies will
be grabing the kids and what every else these sick SOBs want....
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And with their Next "Toy" to get the earth  these NWO  think is theirs , 'BIBLE VERSE  – Matthew 5:5 NLT “Blessed are the meek,for
they will inherit the earth.”......yadayada.......Now the 5G will make SURE the creeps win and keep the maintenance if their newly
acquired Earth in their hands....the WorldWide network of 5G-6G  towers will remove any of their Unwanted Problems away....kinda
like a electric fence keeps cattle in line...or out of some area....  We are now in the 'Final Second" on the Doomsday clock...within 3
years max......before billions die... YEP....the END is very close.... So I wonder where this "God"  thing  billions have prayed and PAID
to gonna come? hahahahhaha  another GotChA....like the 'Jesus thing saves'......lol......saved your money in his pockets.....
hahahaha.....and the Allah Scam and the dozens more......ROFLMAO... And I am still on MyMountain....still smilin'.....and occasionally
chucklin' over  the god scams ...
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There are a ton of people not realizing the vaccine myths!
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The protest on Saturday the 25th of September was in Uster and all went well...the crowd was wonderful, friendly, and supportive, and all
were so happy to be there showing their solidarity for one another. We are against the restrictions and the coercion, more than we are
against the injections themselves.. It was a freedom rally and a loud message to our government that we are against the current measures.
They are illegal, divisive and have only caused harm and suffering. The press says there were about 3000, I say it was more...between
4-5000. I cannot wait for the next one...we are strong and we are many! Have faith!
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM
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I myself, am against the shots because as many of you know, they are all still in trial and those who take them are participating in a
massive experiment, one I want no part of.  We have all been aware of all the adverse effects and deaths they have caused. Saying
that, it still is an individuals choice and should always remain so, in regards to medical interventions. The majority of the people my
daughter and I met and spoke to on Saturday were all about freedom and individual choice...we have a very strong history of direct
democracy in Switzerland and lately that feels under attack! We have a second referendum close to the end of November where
hopefully we will have a majority say "NEIN" to the measures!  It is what a large group of us strive to make happen! We need to be
over 50%! Thanks always to the wonderful comments on this brilliant site..it keeps me updated and lifts my spirits!
www.nau.ch/news/schweiz/coronavirus-massnahmen-gegner-demonstrieren-in..
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scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM
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Keep it up Doctor Mercola, thanks and to Barbara also, well done.  End fascism!
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parasolgirl599
Joined On 5/5/2011 10:16:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend has mentioned a protein based vaccine that will be available next year called novavax saying it is a safer alternative to the current
vaccines.  Could someone tell me if they have more info on it’s safety?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please read this 2020 article, then rephrase your question:
www.lewrockwell.com/2020/10/jon-rappoport/what-could-they-put-in-the-c..   -   and if you can make it through this article, good on
you! jamesfetzer.org/2021/07/bill-sardi-jab-remorse-so-now-you-are-vaccinat..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

parasolgirl, you Wrst need to consider that they have been trying to make a coronavirus vaccine and/or a coronavirus-like vaccine
(ebola, RSV) since the 1950's. All attempts have failed for the same reason: ADE. It is inherent to coronaviruses to evade the immune
responses created by vaccines and actually become MORE INFFECTIOUS! ADE is detrimental! It doesn't go away with time. It gets
worse with time. This is why children under the age of 6 (preschool) virtually have no symptoms. As you get older you have more
coronavirus infections.

I believe there's about 5 human strains of coronaviruses. By the time we are 75, we have a very strong immune response to these
"cold" viruses. This is a BAT coronavirus! If a 5 year old gets it, it is no different than getting infected with one of the 5 human strains
circulating. They get the sni�es! If a 75 year old gets it, their antibodies go through the roof and ATTACK!! The antibodies attach to
the virus, but they don't neutralize (kill) the virus. So now your cells don't even recognize this virus. All they see is its own antibodies
and the virus is allowed to enter the cell were it replicates. That is ADE. We are witnessing it in Israel right now. That doesn't mean
there never will be a safe and effective coronavirus vaccine, but it pretty much guaranties there never will be.

The vaccine they made for SARS (Sars-cov-1) never got approved by the FDA and the problem was ADE. The whole reason for mRNA
technology was to try and get around this coronavirus/ADE phenomenon.  Novavax uses the same FAILED technology of previous
attempts to make a coronavirus vaccine. So, it's not NO, but HELL NO! I feel your pressure. I'm 55. However, make an effort to keep
my Vit-D, Zinc, and Omega-3 levels as high as I can NATURALLY! The bioavailability of all 3 is questionable from supplements. My
wife and I make sure to eat a sushi salad twice a week made from Kale, Seaweed, Raw Salmon, and  cooked clams. It covers all 3.
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My rant makes it sound like I'm for those over 75 getting the jab. NOT! The problem with the current jab is it is designed for the
original Sars-Cov-2 variant. Delta variant is side-stepping the antibodies being produced and causing ADE. That's why we are seeing
more vaccinated people being hospitalized than unvaccinated in places like Israel and the UK. They are experiencing ADE. The USA
is probably days away from it. I noticed we broke 2,000 deaths per day nearly every day last week. That is just under what we were at
when no one was vaccinated and the trend line points up! So we may just have the highest death rate we've had since the beginning
of this pandemic in a week or two and most people are now vaccinated.

No one at the FDA, CDC, or NIH is going to say this is ADE because it would result in an immediate halt in these vaccines. They would
rather kill millions of innocent people, that had FAITH in them, than admit we are in a wave of ADE, not Delta. Delta is actually less
deadly. It's just more infectious. That's how viruses mutate. It's the old "process of selection". It serves viruses no beneWts to kill its
host. The virus dies when the host dies. So, becoming more infectious and less deadly is the end result. The only reason we are
seeing an uptick in deaths due to Delta is ADE.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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The real push on injections is yet to come
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Health authorities and government oocials have proven their incompetence during this pandemic." Incompetence in some.  Intentional
malevolent malfeasance in most.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There were actually 8 inoculations given in the early or mid 80's. DPT, MMR, Oral Polio and HIB.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM
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I believe it is 28 states, that have passed laws against COVID mandates.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HALF OF AMERICA GEARING UP TO WAGE LEGAL WAR AGAINST BIDEN OVER UNCONSTITUTIONAL COVID VACCINE MANDATES
harbingersdaily.com/biden-clearly-overstepping-his-authority-state-ags..
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the link Gui. I’m so glad that there are still some people that realize the atrocities that are going on and want to stop it.
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brodiebrock12
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problem is we have judges now who will not enforce laws and or abide by the constitution
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Bet65090
Joined On 1/18/2021 3:17:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t get how mandates have been allowed to stand this far.  Congress makes the laws. There has been no law on vaccines. Why do
people keep following mandates as if they’re laws?  Rhetorically speaking. I live in Illinois and we are under mask mandate. I don’t
wear it. If they want to kick me out of a biz I’ll go somewhere else. I don’t argue with stupidity because they know not what they do. 9
out of 10 no one says anything. But I sure get looks. These Covid fearing governors perpetuate this federal tyranny that people
follow. People are just dumb!  “It’s better to fool people than convince them they’ve been fooled.” Mark Twain
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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More than half. Proud that my state is among them.
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billpoindexter
Joined On 9/26/2021 3:07:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ad augusta per angusta .. To those who Have not  You are not alone You are Wne Strong Stronger than you know Time to awake And  Wght
For your life Truth and light Is your armor High moral and ethical character Is the way to silence the fools Raise your head Look  straight on
and hold your line You will Be mocked, villainized, belittled, ridiculed, beaten, chastised, bullied  Fight back You are an American citizen  You
have rights You are a human You have rights As this happens you will grow stronger Few will wane There are others like you, Find solace in
that truth They, like you, See clearly through the haze of false discourse.

Note well, You are NOT alone We are with you us few Truth in hand Strength in heart At Wrst you will be alone and feel it Independent
Crossing a Weld of doubt Spread all about and confused Seek Strength with logic and reason Old friends Self check “Am I right?” Intention
of Truth, goodness, love, compassion, and do no harm As you stay on course Your voice Truth, logic, reason and compassion Hold the hand
of other  friends you know well: curiosity, hope, passion, courage, independence, self discipline, and perseverance You are an explorer Go
inward to see your strong self Go outward guided by a moral compass Your map Truth And Wnd your voice Find friends, real friends, not
those who are fooled Stand tall friends  Look to your left  And to your right  Take a deep breath Look forward  Take the step You are not
alone
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I never will have the jab ever. i am awake and seeing the lies and misinformation by pretty much all goverments worldwide i belive covid
only exists as a common cold/gu and that it is hyped up to be some killer disease by said goverments and the media which is owned by
partys who do not have our best interests at heart the real killer is the vaccine(s) belive it or not but those we once thought were our
protetors are really cold hearted killers, having said that i have realised that the covid crises is here meerly to help wake us all up to whats
really been going on for thousands of years, the biblical prophecies are here now, but it is not the end of humanity it is the begining.
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In New Zealand a truly totalitarian Jezebel Queen holds the infernal evil narrative of LIES so strongly that the people continue to line up and
beg and plead for their blood cursing shots of eternal destruction..!
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